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ABSTRACT
Linking Transition Best Practices to Student Outcomes
for Students with Mental Retardation
by
Deborah Joy Kennedy
Dr. Tom Pierce, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professa" of Special Educaticm
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The purpose of this study was to focus on best practice components in transition
programs for students widr mental retaidatiai. This was accomplished by determining:
(a)post schocd outcomes; (b) the extent to which the transition plan reflected current best
practices; (c) which predictor variables were the most important in predicting positive
outcomes; and (d) the extent of student, parent, and agency involvement in the transition
process.
The participants in this study (n = 16) were parents of students with mental
retardation who graduated, dropped out, or aged out in the 1999-2000 and 2000-2001
school years in a southwestern state. The study included three data collection systems; a
demographic survey, the student" s individualized education program (lEP), and a family
interview.
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The results fra n the demographic survey indicated that (a) employment opticms
continue to be sheltered employment cr imemployment, (b) students continue to live at
home w widi relatives, and (c) most adolescents continue to access community facilities.
The results from the individualized education program (lEP) rating form indicated
that (a) vocahtmal training was docmnented in almost all of the lEPs, (b) social skills
was documented in about half of the lEPs, (c) none of the lEPs referred to paid woik
experience, (d) almost all the students and parents attended the lEPs, (e) tmly two lEP
meetings had agencies in attendance the studenf s final year, and (f) student, parent, and
school personnel were listed as the persons responsible for delivering supports in the
m ^ority

the transition plans.

The results from the family interview indicated that: (a) student involvement in
transition planning was minimal, (b) parents went to the lEP meetings, but were not an
integral part of the team, (c) there was a lack of agency support, and (e) although almost
all of the students expressed their vision for the future, goals were not written addressing
these desires, and visions never materialized after the student exited high school.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
The transition from school to work can be difficult for students with and without
disabilities (Halpem, 1993). Many chaces must be made, including employment options,
living arrangements, and social relatiaiships that often have life long consequences (Will,
1984a). Transition is a scaffold between the security and structure of schoM life and die
independence and risks

adult life (Will, 1984a).

Emp^oymmit has been considered an important outcome of education and transition
f a the last two decades as represented in the Œ lïce of Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services (OSERS) transition modd equating successful transition to
employment (Will, 1984a). A lack of vocadaial skills and the inability to know how to
find a job are m ty a caicem s for individuals with all types cf disaMlities (Hess, Kregel,
& Wehman, 1992). Employment is important in fostering self-esteem and earning wages
as both contribute to greater independence (Hess, Kregel, & Wehman, 1992). Successful
transition promotes employment and enables individuals to become respected citizens
(Giordano & D"Alonzo, 1994).
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History and Legislation
W «k training programs for persons with disabilities began in the early 1940s when
John Duncan devdoped a systematic progmm to help peopde with disabilities become
prepared for jobs in society (Sitlington, Clark, & Kolstoe, 2000). Duncan noted that prior
to training, the performance IQs were about 30 points higher than verbal IQs among
students at his school in Lankhills, Hampshire, England before training. With this
knowledge he analyzed jobs in the ccanmunity and arranged needed skills in hierarchical
order and designed a program that focused on concrete thinking.
This system was iiKXXTxnated in a program developed by Richard Hungerford who
was the director of the Bureau for Children with Retarded Mental Development in New
York in the early 1940s. Hungerford published a series of journals called Occupational
Edncofron that provided teachers with instructions for teaching job skills in various trades
(Sitlington, Clark, & KMstoe, 20(X)). These methods have been expanded and refined and
continue to be used in many technical manuals.
In 1963, the Vocational Education Act M 1963 (P.L. 88-210) was passed with the
intent that persons with disabilities would be included in vocational training and would
learn specific work skills frmn experts in the field (Sitlington, Clark, & Kolstoe, 2(XX)).
Vocational education fbcirsed on training of specific job related technical skills within a
vocational pnogram (Gajar, Goodman, & McAfee, 1993). However, funding was minimal
and few students with disabilities were served.
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The transition ccmcept was introduced in Ae early 1970s wiA the emergence of
career educahcm (Kochhar & West, 1995). The focus of career education was to help
students in the acquisititm M a meaningful life rather Aan making a living (Sitlington,
Clark, & Kolstoe, 2000). Career education considered all the rMes one plays during the
life span, including learner, citizen, family member, ccmsumer, and social-political being
and how these roles are constantly changing (Sitlington, Clark, & Kolstoe, 2000).
AlAough the ccmcept cf career education was nationally accepted, it was not nationally
implemented (Sitlington, Clark, & KMstoe, 2000). Reichard (1979) analyzed programs in
five states and found the four major reasons career education was not being implemented
were (a) career education was often viewed as vocational educaticm, (b) no uniform
guidelines or definitions were in place, (c) lack of materials, and (d) philosophical
differences between administrators and teachers.
In 1975, the Education for all Handicrqrped Children Act (EAHCA, P.L, 94-142) was
passed and formulated the future of special education. Although the tarn "transition
services" was not added tmtil the ReauAorization of P.L. 94-142 in 1990, the goal that
students wiA Asabilities were entitled to lead productive adult lives and be integrated
into a hetaogeneous society was clear.
After Ae Amendments to Ae Education of Ae HanAcaprpred Act (P.L. 98-199) were
enacted, many stales willingly developred transition suprpxrrts and services for youA wiA
disabilities and by the end of the 1980s, all states had some form c f transiticm mandate
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4
(Kochhar & West, 1995). This legislation Ad not, however, provide a definition. Ad not
include the extensive characteristics of transition services, and Ad not define the role of
interagency responsibilities (Wehman, 1992).
Even though vocational educaticm and career education had been a part of special
education for many years, Ae need for a more systematic ap^roach became ap^zarent in
the 1980s (Will, 1984b). FAlow-up stuAes inAcated unacceptable high rates
unemploymenL Madeline Will, then Assistant Secretary of Education of the Umted
States Office

Sprecial Education and RehaWlitative Services (OSERS), challenged

educators and Afered a commitment from OSERS to break down barriers of
communication, one of which was Ae barrier between Ae school and Ae work place.
Will contended resolving this barrier would resolve barriers to indeprendent living,
transpxxlation, and pursmt of leisure time activities. Halprem (1985) maintained that
community adjtrstment needed to be added to Ae OSERS transition model, in that
employment Ad not correlate wiA conmumity ac^irstment
Halprem (1993) conceptualized px)stschoA outcomes in a broader sense.
Consequently, he develop)ed alternate domains to evalirale and structure transition
prrograms. Halpiem develop)ed three quality of life domains (Ae physical and material
well-being domain, Ae prerformance of adult roles dcanain, and the piersonal fulfillment
domain) and frfteai outcomes for the dcsnains. The physical and material well-being
domain included basic rights Aat should be available to everyone. These rights included
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5
freedom frmn severe hunger or homelessness, a sufficient regular income to avoid
poverty, and a safe living environment The performance of adult redes domain involved
ways an individual interacts wiA Ae environment and included community access,
employment leisure, personal relaticmshiprs, citizenship, and social respxmsibility. These
roles enhanced a preison’s quality of life, but everyone Ad not need to be involved at Ae
same leveL InAviduals chose the roles accwAng to their needs, interests, and
pmeferences. The personal fulfillment domain dealt wiA haprpnness, satisfaction, and a
sense of general well being that Ad not always coincide wiA success.
The first federal law reqmring transition services was mandated in 1990. The
InAviduals wiA Disabilities Education Act (IDEA, P.L. 101-476) defined transition
services and pxnvisions. InAvidualizcd educaticm programs (lEPs) for students 16 or
older were required to include an explanatitm of traiwition services. This reqmrement was
intended to ensure that students received sup)pxxt in either finding employment or
px)stsec(mdary education upx)n graduation.
OAer policy initiatives that suppxirted transition savices at that time were the
Americans wiA Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA, P.L. 101-336) and Ae Rehabilitation Act
Amendment of 1992 (P.L. 102-569). ADA mandated that existing work facilities be
made accessible to InAviduals wiA Asabilities. Rnployers were required to pxovide job
restructuring, moAfy wrxk schedules, acqmre or moAfy eqmpment or devices, modify
exams, adapt training materials or policies, and make oAer similar acccmimodations. The
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6
reauAonzaticm of (he Rehabilitation Act (1992) focused on youth wiA Asabilities who
were in the process of transitioning from school to employment or postsecondaiy
training. The Act ccmcentrated on services to students wiA severe Asabilities because of
Aeir difficulty in preparing fw and entering competitive employment.
Anotha^ mandate that attempted to ensure students wiA disabilities transitioned
successftAy from school to work was the School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1994 (P.
L, 103-239). The intent of this Act was to provide states wiA start-up money to develop
systenw that woAd help students prepare and make transitions from srAool to work, postsecondary education, or advanced training. The School-to-Work Oppcxtunities Act
determined school-to-work programs were needed by all students, but specifically
mentioned individuals with disabilities be included in Aese reform efforts.
The InAviduals wiA Disabilities Education Act Amendments of 1997 (P.L. 105-17)
mandated new transition related reqmrements. IDEA ' 97 reqmred that the 15* include a
statement of the student" s course of study no later than age 14 (or younger if determined
appropriate). A statement of interagency responsibilities or any needed linkages was
required to be included by the time the student reached the age of 16.

Research StuAes Leading to Reform
Despite policy initiatives and legislation, data from follow-up stuAes for
students wiA Asabilities have been Ascouraging. The following stuAes have
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been chmnMogically arranged to demonstrate the steps toward reform.
Mithaug, Htxiuchi, and Fanning (1985) investigated the relationship between schoM
programs and postschool outcomes. Trained interviewers met wiA 234 special education
students who graduated in 1978 and 1979 in Colorado. Students who participated in this
follow-up survey included individuals wiA mental retardation, emotional/behavioral
Asturbances, {Aysical impairments, and perceptual/communicaiitm Asabilities. Results
of Ae interview inAcated that 187 (80%) of Ae students identified Aeir comse of study
in high school as vocational and 47 (20%) identified Aeir course of study as college
preparatory. At the time of Ae interview, 161 (69%) were employed and 192 (82%) had
held at least one job since graduaticm. However, many had held two, three, four, or five
different jobs since exiting high school. The average number of jobs for the sample was
3.1. Of the 192 who had held a job, 61 (32%) reported working full-time and 56 (29%)
part-time. FurAermwe, 83 (43%) stated that they earned less than $3/hour and 25 (13%)
less than $4/hour. One hundred-fifty (64%) reported that Aey lived wiA their parents.
SAdents reported that Aey viewed their educational experiences in Ae special education
^ g ra m s positively, but, felt Aey needed more training in tl% areas of vocation,
independent living, and social skills. In the area of personal fulfillment, the mtyority
students (64%) respcmded Aey were satisfied wiA life, 56 (24%) reported Aey were okay
œ neutral, and 35 ( 15%) stated Aey were Assatisfied or very dissatisfied. A specific
Meakdown by exceptitmality was not povided.
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Wehman, Kregel, and Seyfarth (1985a) identified professionals familiar wiA the
schoMs and agencies to survey parents M children wiA mild (183) and moderate, severe,
or prMbimd (117) mental retardaticm who exited school between 1979 and 1983 in
Virginia. The intent of the study was to assess employment status, school vocational
programs, and key factors influencing employment or unemployment. Rndings indicated
that only 86 (28.6%) of the students were employed full-time, 21 (7%) part-time, and 18
(6%) in a sheltered wmkshop. Of the 125 students who were employed, 31 (25%) earned
mtmthly earnings between $15 and $2(X), 60 (48%) between $201 and $500, 21 (17%)
between $501 and $700, and 38 (30%) received fringe benefits. Only 14 out of 116
(12%) participants wiA moderate to severe mental retardation were competitively
employed. Two hundred-seven (69%) of the total sample indicated Aey had received
s(xne sort of vocational training during Aeir high school years, however few participated
in a formal vocational education program. Furthermwe, 227 (75.7%) reported never
receiving services from a rehabilitation counselor.
Subseqirently, Wehman, Kregel, and SeyfiarA (1985b) reported data from Ae larger
study, surveying the parents of the 117 individuals wiA moderate, severe, or profound
mental retardatirm. The ptrrpose of this follow up study was to ascertain Ae employment
status of Ae individuals wiA severe Asabilities as well as Ae types of services received
by them. Results inAcated that only 25 (21.4%) out of the 117 were employed and 14 of
the jobs were in part or full-time canpetitive employment while 11 were in sheltered
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9
w orkshc^. Two of Ae participants earned between $501 and $700 per month, six earned
between $101 and $500, and the rest of the participants earned less than $100 per mtmth.
One hundred-one (86%) of Ae total sample (117) repeated Aey had not earned mtne Aan
$1000 since leaving high school. Ninety-three of 117 (79%) participants mAcated Aey
had received no rehabilitation services and 82 of Ae 117 (70%) had never recmved local
services for people wiA mental retardaticm.
F ran Ae larger study by Wehman, Kregel, and SeyfarA (1985a); Kregel, Wehman,
SeyfarA, and Marshall (1986) examined Ae community mtegration of Ae 300 students
wiA mild (183), moderate/severe (117) mental retardation after they exited high school.
Data from strrveys inAcated that only 21 (11%) of InAviduals wiA mild mental
retardation lived independently, 151 (83%) with a parent or relative, and 11 (6%) in an
alternative living arrangement Of the 117 inAviduals wiA moderate to severe mental
retardation, 3 (3%) lived independently, 108 (92%) wiA a parent or relative, and 6 (5%)
m an alternative living arrangement. One hundred-twenty (66%) of inAviduals wiA mild
mental raardation frequented restaurants, 149 (81%) retail stœes, 73 (40%) post Afrces,
and 68 (37%) banks. The percent of inAviduals wiA moderate or severe mental
retardation who frequented Aese places was somewhat smaller, 20 (17%) restaurants, 47
(40%) retail stores, 10 (9%) post offices, and 8 (7%) banks. InAviduals wiA mild mental
retardation engaged m social activities outside the home, which included visiting homes
of friends 147 (80%), outdoor recreation activities 51 (28%), and mdoor recreation
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activities 53 (29%). The percent of inAviduals wiA moderate/severe mmtal retardatitm
who engaged in the same activities ranged from visiting homes of friends 59 (50%), to
outdocf recreation activities 32 (27%), and indoor recreation activities 33 (28%). Chie
hundred seventy-nine (60%) reported Aey spent Aeir free time wiA family members, 67
(22%) wiA friends, 10 (3%) wiA the public, 3 (1%) alone, and 41 (14%) reported
spenAng an equal amount of time wiA family, friends, alone, and in puMic. The
m ^ority

leisure int^ests were passive and home-based.

Schalock et al. (1986) cmrducted a 5-year follow-up study of 108 students wiA
specific learning disabilities (65), mild mental retardation (31), and moderate mental
retardatimi (12) who graduated from high school during 1979 to 1983. All students had
been placed in a job-exploration training site during the last two years of high school. The
purpose of Ae study was to evaltrate postschool outcomes in Ae areas of employment and
living arrangements and to determine the relationship between those outcomes and 19
preActor variables (e.g., student characteristics, school variables, and county
characteristics). Data were collected through student interviews and/w family members.
Outcome data pertaining to students wiA learning Asabilities inAcated 47 (72%) were
employed, 12 (18%) were tmemployed, 5 (8%) were attenAng a technical or state
college, and 1 (2%) was in a prison/mMital healA facility. Thirty-five (54%) were living
at home, 14 (22%) were living semi-independently (e g., apartment, dmmitory) and rmly
16 (25%) were living independently. Outcome data pertaining to students wiA mental
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retardation indicated 18 (58%) individuals wiA mild mental retardation were employed,
11 (35%) unem^^oyed, 1 (3%) attended post secondary education, and 1 (3%) was in a
pogram for persons wiA mental retardation. For individuals wiA moderate mental
retardation only 3 (25%) were employed, 4 (33%) were unemployed, 4 (33%) were in a
program for persons wiA mental retardation, and 1 (8%) was in a mental healA facility.
Data on current living enviromnent indicated of those wiA mild mental retardaticm 22
(71%) were living at home or group home, 2 (6%) were living semi-independently, and 7
(23%) were living independently. Of Aose wiA moderate mental retardation 9 (75%)
were living at home or group home, 2 (17%) were living semi-independently, and tmly 1
(8%) was living independently.
Sitlington and Frank (1989) investigated Ae adjustment of individuals with mental
retardaticm one year after Aeir graduation. Trained professionals interviewed 677
students wiA mental retardation (615 graduates, 62 dropouts) one year after Aey exited
from high schoM special education {xograms in the state of Iowa in 1985 and 1986. The
Iowa Department M Education definition of mental retardation used erne standard
deviation below Ae mean rather than the more common dMiniticm of two standard
deviations, therefore a larger proporticm of students were labeled as having mental
retardation in this study than m other similar studies. Data were reported according to the
instructional program model (e.g., resource room, self-contained, (xxnbination). Restrlts
indicated that 402 (67%) of the 615 participants that gradtrated were employed. Two
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hundred eighty-Hve (71%) were competitively em^doyed, 87 (21.6%) worked in sheltered
woikshops, and 30 (7.5%) were engaged in (xxnmunity-based employment. The average
wage for the total sample was $3.21 ($3.35 was minimum wage) and 81% of the jobs
were considered low status jobs (e g., labcaers, service workers). Four hundred-nineteen
(68%) lived with their parents. A large percentage of the participants, 553 (90%), were
active in one or more leisure time activities.
Hasazi, Johnson, Hasazi, Gordon, and Hull (1989) compared 67 students with
disaWlities to 66 vocationally oriented students without disabilities who exited high
school during the 1984-85 school year in Vermont The purpose

this study was to

compare employment status of students with and without disaNlities. Disabilities
included mental retardaticm, learning disabilities, and emotional disorders. The youth
were interviewed in 1986 and again in 1987. Employment outcomes (e.g., hours worked,
wages, skilled or unskilled jobs, fringe benefits, and means of finding employment) were
studied in relation to vocational training, employment experiences, and gender. Results
indicated that in 1986,13 (41.9%) of the males and 2 (20%) of the females with
disabilities were employed full-time compared to 38 (84.4%) of the males and 6 (42.9%)
of the females without disabilities. In 1987, 20 (54.1%) of the males and 1 (7.7%) of the
females were employed full-time compared to 38 (82.6%) of the males and 8 (57.1%) of
the females without disabilities. There was no significant difference between students
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with or widiout disabilities regarding residence status. During the first year following exit
from high schod, both groups were living in some form of dependent living arrangement
The National Longitudinal Transitiez Study of Special Education Students (Valdés,
Williamson, & Wagner, 1990) found that 47 out of 436 (10.9%) c f students with mental
retardation over the age of 19 worked in full-time cexnpetitive employment 50 out of 436
(11.5%) worked in part-time competitive employment and 220 out of 436 (50.5%) were
unemployed. The remaining prarticiprated in volunteer work (21), workstudy programs
(59), and sheltered employment (39). Of those who were emprloyed, the average salary
was $3.30 an hour. In the area of community adjustment 4 out of 457 lived alone, 13 out
of 457 with a spxruse or roommate, and 1 out 457 in a dorm. The remaining 439 were
either living with their prarents; other family members; in a group home; in a mental
health facility, institution for the disaWed, hospntal; or a correctitzal facility.
Brown (2000) conducted teleplxze interviews with pxuents of sprecial education
students identified as having moderate/severe mental retardation who had exited schod
in the years 1985,1990, and 1995 in the state of WashingtorL The pxrrpose of the study
was to determine the impract of the transition mandate on outcomes for students with
moderate/severe mental retardation. Outcomes included employment, education,
pxrstsecondary training, and indeprendent living. Twenty-three graduates were surveyed
six years after graduating in 1985,18 graduates one year after graduating in 1990,17
graduates six years after graduating in 1990, and 14 graduates one year after graduating
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in 1995. Data from this fbllow-up study indicated that the employment rates fw students
widi moderate/severe mental retardation after being out cf schocj for a year were 9 out of
18 (50%) for 1990 graduates and 6 out of 14 (43%) for the 1995 graduates. No students
were living independently one year after graduating in 1990 and only one student living
independently one year after graduation in 1995. The outcome for students who had been
out of school for five years was just as disappointing, with 2 out of 23 (8%) living
independently from the 1985 cohml and 0 in the 1990 cohort
In summary, researchers investigating postsecondary outcomes for students with
disabilities have eitha^ focused on various disabilities œ evaluated the relationship
between specific outccunes and various educational experiences. Although the
methoddogy

these studies may be different, the results are similar. Even though

students with specific learning disabilities are dmng better than students with more sevae
disaWlities (Schalock et al., 1986), the results are dis^rpointing. Generally, students with
disabilities have low employment rates, are under paid, and are dependent upon others for
shelter.

Statement of die Problem
Students who exit from special education continue to have high unemployment
rates and pocw commtmiQr at^ustment despxte individualized transition pdans and federal
transitiez mandates. This is especially true for students with mental retardation (Valdës,
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Williamscz, & Wagner, 1990). Students with mental retardation are leaving scbocd with
transitiez needs being unmet (Benz & Halpem, 1993). To date there is no research
applying all six transitiez best practices (veeational interventiez, parent invejvement,
paid wext experienee, seeial skills curriculum, interagency œllaboratiez, and stuelent
involvement) to stuelent peistschezl eztcomes of employment, living arrangements, and
cezimunity ae^ustment solely for stuelents with mild to profound mental retardatiez.
Studies have ath er included all elisabilities, ezly inelividuals with spieexfic classifieations
of mental retardatiez, or have examined ezly a select few ef the best pxactice compxzents
(see TaWe 1).

Research Questions

* What is the employment status of stuelents with mental retardation after exiting high
schezl? Where are students with mental retardation living after they exit high schezl?
* Do stuelents with mental retardatiez aexess facilities within the community after they
exit high schezl?
TroMSÜioMffonmng
* Did transitiez pzogiams incluele vezatiezal training, sezial skills training, and p)aid
weak expziience?
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Studies Identifying Best PractiGes in Transitiez
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Heal, Gonzalez, Rusch,
Gopher, & DeStefano (1990)

MR (mild to profound)

Hudson, Schwartz, Sealander,
Campbell, & Hensel (1968)

MR (mild to severe), LD, ED,
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X

X

Mithuag, Honuchi, & Banning (1985)

MR, ED, PI, communicaticz

X

X

Sample (1998)

SED

X

X

Schalock, HoU, Elliott, & Ross (1992)
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X

X

Scuccimarra & Speece (1990)
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Sitlington & Frank (1989)
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X
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X
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Thoma, Rogan, & Baker (2001)

MR (moderate & severe), MD

CD

Wehman, Kregel, & Seyfaith (1985a)

MR (mild to profound)

X

X

X
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Wehman, Kregel, & Seyfarth (1965b)

MR (moderate to profound)

X

X

X

Wehman et al. (1989)

MR (mild to severe)

Wehmeyer & Schwartz (1997)

MR (mild), LD

X

Wehmeyer & Schwartz (1998b)
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X
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Note. Best Practices; VT=Vocatioiial Training; M=IWent Involvement; PW=Paid Work Experience; SS=S<xâai Skills Training; AI=Âgeœy Invdvement;
SD=Seîf-Dctemiiiiatian; SI=Student Involvement
Disabilities: MR=Mental Retardation; MD=Multiple Disabilities; LD=Leaming Disabilities; ED=Emotional EHstuîbance; SED=Siptificant Emotional
Disturbance; SLD=Specifîc Learning Disabilities; HI=Hearing Impaired; VI=Visually Im piied; FI=PhysicaIly Impaired
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* What persons or agencies were responsible for delivering suppcxts for coordinated
activities in the transition plan?
* Which cf these predictor variables (e.g., vocational training, social skills training,
parent involvement, student involvement, paid woik experience, interagency
invcdvement) were the most impmtant in predicting employment outcomes, living
arrangonents, and community participaticz?

" To what extent was the student involved in planning his or her transition program?
" To what extent was the parent involved in planning the transition pzogram?
" To what extent were agencies involved in transition from school to adulthood?

Ptupose of the Study
The purpx)se cf this study was to focus exclusively on best practice compxzents in
transition programs lex students with mental retardation. This was accomplished by
determining: (a) the pxzt schod outcomes (e.g., employment, living arrangements,
(xxnmunity at^ustment) of students with mental retardation (mild, moderate, severe, and
profound); (b) the extent to which the transition compxzent cf the lEP reflected current
best practices; (c) the pzedictor variables that were most impxxlant in predicting the
pxxdtive outcomes of employment, living arrangements, and community pzrticipxihon;
and (d) the extent

student, pzrent, and agency involvement in the transition process.
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Typâcally, outcome data on the transition experiences of adolescents with disabilities
have been used as indicators of special education program effectiveness (Brown, 2(XX)).
Post school outcome data can be used to evaluate and improve secondary transition
programs, a ccmcem identified as a challenge in implementing the transition mandate
(Hasazi, Fumey, & Destefano, 1999; Hughes et al. 1997). Although outcome data are
impxrtant, demograpAic antecedents and program procedures that are relevant to the
transition outcomes may be more ^ p r c ^ a t e indicators (Halpzm, 1993).
Best practice compx>nents that facilitate transition from school to adult life have
emerged in literature reviews (Hasazi, Fhmey, & Destefiano, 1999; Hughes et al., 1997;
Kdiler, 1993; Kohler, DeStefano, Wermuth, Grayson, & McGinty, 1994; Rusch &
Millar, 1998; Momingstar & Kleinhammer-Tramill, 1999). These compxzents include
vocational training, parent involvement, paid work expzrience, and social skills training.
Otha^ indicators of effective transition programs are interagmcy involvement (Kohler,
DeStefano, Wermuth, Grayscz, & McGinty, 1994; Sowers & Powers, 1989), and student
self-determiiation and involvement in traiaition programming (Agran, Blanchard, &
Wehmeyer, 2(XX); Wehmeyer & Schwartz, 1997,1998a, 1998b).

Significance

the Study

Halpzm (1993) suggested collecting and evaluating data as it relates to educational
practices and pxztschool outcomes. Spzcifically, these data should include: "(a) student
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and family characteristics, (b) school services received (c) school outcomes achieved, (d)
quality of life while in schoc^, (e) postschool services received, and (f) quality

life

after leaving school" (p. 493).
The Department of Education of a southwestern state conducted a self-assessment of
special education services to determine areas of strength as well as areas in which
improvement of services were needed. Reports from this state-wide assessment indicated
there were limited data to understand what h^rpens to students with disabilities upon
exiting school, and little or no data available from students and families concerning the
effectiveness

transititm planning and overall satisfaction of services and supports

received during high schorl.
This study provided documentation on the post-school outcomes of students with
mental retardation in a southwestern state. These post school outcome data can be used to
evaluate and improve secondary transition programs (Hasazi, Pumey, & Destefano,
1999). Identified empirical best practice cmnponents in transition plans that were
indicative of positive student outcomes for students will assist professionals in
developing quality transition programs. Follow-up interviews provide professionals with
informatitz related to how students and parents perceived their involvement and agency
involvement in the transition process.
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Limitaticzs
The limitations of this study were:
" The sam ^e was smaller than anticipated (n =16), therefore generalizaticms can not be
made about tlz transition process to this or any school district.
"

Due to the small response rate and unavailable informatioa regarding the severity of
mental retardation (mild, moderate, severe, ^ fo u n d ) amcmg the subjects, a true
representation of all students with mental retardation is lacking.

* The list of names supplied by the large urban school district of students exiting in the
school years of 1999-2000 and 2000-2001 was inaccurate. Two retumed surveys were
frmn parents whose children had not graduated and one was from a parent whose
child did not have mental retardation.
* Due to the transient nature of this school district, some of the parents had moved and
were unable to be contacted.
" A limitaticm with all types of surveys is that those that do participate may be biased
(Blackorby & Edgar, 1992).

Definition of Terms
ArÿusW dfp&WM is awarded to special education students who have fulfilled all
requirements outlined in their individualized education programs.
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Aged ofd refers to exiting the schocd system because the individual has reached maximum
age fcx services.
Best procdcej in transition are practices that have been idoitifïed or su^qxxted in the
literature as having a positive impact on student outcomes (Kchler, 1993).
CeTir^cofe q^ahendance is awarded in place of a diploma to those who have satisfied all
requirements for graduation from high school, but have not passed one or more portions
of the high school proficiency examination.
CoMÿxfWve gnyfqymenf is work that is performed on a full or part-time basis and is paid
at minimum wage or higher.
Dgpendeaf ffvmg is living with parents, with other relatives, in a foster or group
home, supervised apartments, licensed adult home, residential school or in an
instituticz (Brown, 2000).
Drqpped ofrt refers to exiting the school system prior to age 18 without graduating
(Hasazi, Gordon, & Roe, 1985).
D tykyed refers to working at least 1 hour per week in a capacity that pays a wage
including competitive, supported, and sheltered employment (Brown, 2000).
Graduated refers to exiting the school system with a regular diploma, ai^usted
diploma, or a certificate

attendance.

/ndkpendenr Bvmg refers to living in a house or apartment alone, with friends,
roommates, spouse w partner, or in a dœmitory (Brown, 2(XX)).
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/adfviduoBzed Educodow Erogrom (lEP) is a written document that specifies a
student" s levd of functioning and needs, the instructional goals and objectives for the
student and how they will be evaluated, the nature and extent of special education and
related services to be received, and the initiation date and duration of the services
(Friend & Bursuck, 1999).
AfknW refordofroM as defined by the American Association on Mental Retardation
(AAMR, 1992, p.l):
Mental retardation refers to substantial limitations in present functioning. It is
characterized by significantly subaverage intellectual functioaing, existing
concurrently with related limitations in two or more

the following applicable

ad^tive skill areas: communication, self-care, home living, social skills,
community use, self-direction, health and safety, furrctional academics, leisure
and work. Mental retardation manifests before age 18.
Thzmsfrkz f fan is a statement

the trarrsition service needs of a student with a

disability begirming at age 14 (or younger, if determined ^rpropriate) that focuses on
the student" s course

study and for each student beginning at age 16 (cx younger) a

statement of needed transition services for the student, including, if tq^pxopriate, a
statement of the interagency respczsibilities or any needed linkages (IDEA, 1997).
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CHAPTER!

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The main focus ( f this study was to determine the relationship between student
postschool outcomes and high sdiod transition programs incorporating best practice
compxzents. The literature reviewed for this study included: (a) essential compxrnents of
transition planning (b) best practices in transition sup^xxted by empniical evidence, (c)
emerging best practices, and (d) model transition programs.
To locate empirical research data, pzeliminary searches of the Educational Resources
Information Center (ERIC), Academic Search Elite, and the Professiczal Developzient
Collection databases were conducted. Desmiptcxs including mental retardation,
transition, disabilities, best pzactices, vocational educatitz, employment outcomes, pxarent
involvement, agmicy involvement, self-determination, social skills training, pxüd weak
exprerience, and student involvement were entered in a variety of combinations.
Subsequently, indexes from prertinent journals, educational texts, and related books were
searched. Ovmall, the seardies focused on materials published from 1985 to 2002.

25
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Essential Ccxnponents of Transition Planning
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendments of 1997 (P.L. 105-17)
(Wined transition services as:
A coordinated set cf activities for a student with a disability that is designed within an
outcome oriented process, that promotes movement from school to post-school
activities including postsectzdaiy education, v(zatiooal training, integrated
employment (including supported employment), continuing and adult education, adult
services, independent living, or community participation [and] is based on the
individual student's needs, taking into account the student"s preferences and interests.
IDEA (1997) sets minimal standards f(z sch(X)l districts to follow when providing
transition planning and services. These standards ensure that a student" s course

study

promotes movement from school to post-school activities and that interagency linkages
assist in the proczss. The law also states activities should be based on student" s needs,
preferences, and interests.
The focus of transition no longer targets only employment, but encompasses all
aspects of community integration for persons with disabilities, including residential
living, community access, friendships, and recreation (Momingstar & KleinhammerTiamill, 1999). Goals relating to instructitm and community experimices that lead to
postschcW outcomes in the areas

postseœndary education and training, employment.
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independent living, and (xxnmunity parti(âpation have beccxne (xitical compczents cf
transition plans (Pumey, Hasazi, & DeStefano, 1997).
Frank and Sitlington (2(XX)) compared the results of two coordinated, follow-up
studies of iixlividuals with mental retardatiez who graduated from Iowa. The intent of
this study was to wmpare students graduating in 1985, before the passage

IDEA

(1990), to students who graduated in 1993, after the transition initiative, to determine if
those graduating after the passage of IDEA demonstrated better cztrxxnes and if the level
of adult acljustment was satisfactory.
Results indicated 61 czt of 82 (74%) of the class cf 1993 were em^oyed compared to
213 out of 322 (66%) of the class of 1985. Twenty-three out of 82 of the class of 1993
(28%) lived independently compared to 68 (z t of 322 (21%) of the class of 1985. The
class of 1993 thczght their sch(xd programs were more useful than the class of 1985,
especially in the areas of preparing them for their (zrrent job and helping them keep a
job. However, 29 out of 82 (35%) (^ the dass of 1993 were not enrolled in any ^rpe of
v(xati(x]al program while in high school. Other areas of adult acljustment were found not
to be satisfactory. Majcx ccxicems included a 19% unemployment rate for the class of
1993 (xxnpared to a 2% unemployment rate for graduates without disabilities, only 29 out
(^ 61 (47%) of those emf^oyed were working full time, and 6 of the 29 (22%) of these
individuals were W(xking in sheltered employment settings.
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In cxder to determine the relationship between transition planning and community
ac^ustment, the quality of transition fanning must be determined (Frank & Sitlington,
2(X)0). Sheaiin, Roessier, and Schhner (1999) evaluated the transitian components of 68
individualized education programs (lEPs) using a rating fcxm developed to evaluate the
quality of transition fanning. The sam^^e consisted of 33 (49%) lEPs of students with
learning disaWities, 25 (37%)

students with mental retardatiez, and 10 of various

disaWlities (e.g., health, emoticzal disturbance, speech and language).
Areas identified and rated in the lEPs were postsecondary education, postsecondary
employment, residential options, and daily living skills. Also rated were persons (e.g.,
special educaticz teacher, general education teacher, parent) and nczschool agencies
(e.g., rehabilitation services, mental health center) identified as responsible for delivering
su^iorts.
Results indicated 29 (43%)

the individualized education programs (lEPs) did not

address employment aixl 45 (66%) of the plans did not list residential goals. However,
most of the plans included goals or justification statements concerning recreatian (52),
community functioning (51), domestic (50), and transportation considerations (48). On
38 (56%) of the lEPs the student was listed as responsible for delivering supports and
services, parents were listed on 36 (53%) and nczschool agencies were listed on 8
(12%). The results

this study revealed the majority of the pdans did not include
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the minimal requirements IDEA identified as critical for a student's successful transition
from schoc^ to adulthood.

Best Practice Compcments
Despite legislation and policy initiatives, progress in creating ccxnprehensive and
acceptable secondary education and transition services has been slow (Jdmson, Stodden,
Emanuel, Luecking, & Mack, 2002). Follow-up studies have essentially focused on
analyzing students' outcomes with little attention paid to the correlation between
transition practices and postsecondary outcomes (Johnson & Rusch, 1993). Furthermore,
there has been little empirical evidence to support relationships between identified bestpractices and post-school outcomes (Johnsrm & Rusch, 1993; Kohler, 1993). Best
practices are comptments of successful transition that are supported by empirical
evidence.
Kohler (1993) set out to review and analyze literature pertaining to transition best
practices that had a positive impact cm student outcomes. The focus of the study was
changed to a review of transition-related literature because empirically supported
evidence was scarce. Documents used were follow-up studies

students with

disabilities, pseudo- and quasi-experimental studies, and theory-based articles.
Documents were identified applying the criteria (a) focus was related to transitian
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outcomes; (b) focus pertained to youths across all disabilities; and (c) evidence and/or
recommeMadcm(s) pertaining to transition-related fxactices was presented by the
authorfs). Doctrments were then divided into (a) fbllow-up studies, (b) pseudo- and quasiexperimental studies; and (c) therxy-based or c^nion articles and then further
categorized into practices substantiated by study results or practices implied by authors.
Forty-six studies met these criteria and were used in the review. Vocational training
(Hudson, Schwartz, Sealander, Campbell, & Hensd, 1988; Gill & Edgar, 1990), social
skills training (Campbell, Hensel, Hudson, Schwartz, & Sealander, 1987; Hudson,
Schwartz, Selander, Campbell, & Hensel, 1988; Heal, Gonzalez, Rusch, Gopher, &
DeStefano, 1990), paid work experience (Hudson, Schwartz, Selander, Campbell, &
Hensel, 1988; Scuccimarra & Speece, 1990), parent involvement (Hudson, Schwartz,
Sdandcr, Campbell, & Hensel, 1988; Heal, Gonzalez, Rusch, Gopher, & DeStefano,
1990), and employability skills training (Campbell, Hensel, Hudson, Schwartz, &
Sealander, 1987) were the predictors validated by study results in at least two studies.
Interagency collabmation and service delivery, although not validated, were implied as
best practice in nine of the pseudo- or quasi-experimental studies.
Vocational education is an important predictor of emfdoyment. Hudson, Schwartz,
Sealander, Campbell, and Hensel (1988) examined individuals who had successfully
transitioned from school to work to identify the strategies they used. Trained vocational
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education consultants interviewed fifty participants from Floiida. All disabilities were
represented, all participants were between the ages of 19 and 25, and had been employed
a minimum of 3 months. FWicipants were interviewed using an instrument divided into
three compczents, education, employment, and personal infbrmaticz.
Results indicated that the average length of employment was 21.5 months, 38.4 hours
per week, and 7.6 hours per day. Twenty-six (52%) lived independently, 24 (48%) lived
at home, and 33 (66%) participated in leisure and recreational activities. A specific
breakdown by exceptionality was not provided for these data. In the area of education, 24
(48%) participants reported that job training was responsible for their success in their
current employment, 41(82%) repcxted social skills training, and 30 (60%) reported
academic skills were responsiWe.
Gill and Edgar (1990) compared the employment status of 120 students with mild
mental retardation, learning disaWities, behavicx disorders, and health impairments who
had graduated from vocaticzal programs to a baseline group of 120 similar students with
disabilities who had not taken a vocational program, and a cohort sample of 564
representing 60% of the populatiez. Results indicated there was no significant difference
between the baseline group and the vocational program graduates on employment rates,
except for students with learning disabilities, who were employed at a significantly
higher level than the baseline group. Graduates of the vocational program were also
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working in more skilled occupations. W hai the vocational graduates were compared to a
sample of 60% of the population of students with similar disalxlities, the graduates of the
vocational program were employed at a significantly higher level.
Another study focusing primarily on vocational training and work experience as
predictors of employment success was conducted by Scuccimarra and Speece (1990). The
purpose of the study was to describe the economic and social status of young adults with
mild disabilities who had been enrcdled in a self-contained special education program that
included a work study componenL Sixty-five students who exited high school in 1984
were surveyed. Subjects included students with learning disabilities (56), mental
retardation (5), emotional disturbance (2), and physical impairment (2).
Data collected included demographic background, employment history, and
postscbool social adjustment, which included marital status, ^ace of residence, types and
frequency of social activities, friendship patterns, and satisfaction with social life.
Findings indicated 51 (78.5%) of the respondents were employed with 41 (80.4%)
employed full-time. Thirty-three (64.7%) earned between $3.36 and $5.00,7 (13.7%)
earned minimum wage of $335, and 11 (16.9%) earned more than $5.(X) per hour. There
appeared to be an associaticz between working summer jobs during high school and
obtaining employment after high school. Fifty-two (80%) of those who had subsidized
summer jobs and 58 (89%) of those who had unsubsidized summer jobs were currently
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employed compared to the 36 (55%) of those employed who did not work during the
summer.
Spruill and Kallio ( 1994) surveyed 69 former special education students with the
disability categories of learning disabilities (48), mild mental retardation (12), and
emotional disturbances (9). The purpose

the study was to determine bow postschool

employment correlated with high school experiences. Of the total sample, 58 (84%) of
the subjects had been enrolled in at least one vocational course during high school.
Thirty-nine of the subjects worked during the school year and 62 worked in the summer
months.
Spruill and Kallio found there was a high correlatian between postschool employment
and high school experiences. Students who worked during the summer were more likely
to be employed in the competitive job markeL Furthermore, students who had taken
vocational courses were making the highest wages and credited the program for helping
them obtain their current positions. However, only 5 out of 12 (42%) of students with
mental retardation were emf^oyed compared to 42 out

48 (88%) of students with

learning disabilities, and 6 out of 9 (67%) students with emotional disturbance.
Colley and Jamiscm (1998) investigated program ccxnponents that contributed to
employment and postsecondary education success, community living experiences, and
effectiveness of transition planning with regard to postschod outcomes. Former students
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of all disability groups were interviewed including 418 (58%) with learning disabilities,
112 (15%) with mental retardaticm and 94 (13%) with emotional disturbance who had
been out of school nine months. The interview questions related to information about
employmart experiences while in high school, work experiences after leaving high
school, beneficial high schod classes, and high schod experiences. Of the 720 former
students, 338 (47%) were working, and 296 (88%) were competitively employed. Out of
579 students with work experience, 301 (52%) were working full time as compared to 42
out of 141 (30%) without work experience.
Results cf this study also revealed students who had paid or unpaid work experiences
in high schod made higher wages, worked more hours, and had worked most of the time
since exiting high schod. Furthermore, students who received vocational education in
high school were more d^ten working full-time in competitive jobs.
Benz, Lindstrom and Yovanoff (2000) examined the relationship between education
and postschool employment and research based factors associated with positive
outcomes. Participants included secondary students from various disability groups who
had participated in Ae Youth Transition Aogram in Oregcz and who had exited high
school up through the 1997/98 school year. The foundaticm and framework of the Youth
Transition Program was based on best pactice factors associated with better
postsecondary employment for students with disabilities including participation in
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vocational education classes and participation in paid w a t experiences in the
community. The researchers found that students who held two or more jobs while in the
program were almost two times more likely to be employed or continuing their education
when they graduated.
Wehman et al. (1989) published one cf the few studies that included only students
with mental retardation who were stiU in school. Wehman et al. collected data on 34
students with mild to severe mental retardation who ranged in age from 17 to 22 years old
in Virginia. The purpose of the study was to describe the transitioning progress of
students with mental retardation into competitive employment positions before they
exited special education. The study involved examination of transition programs at five
different schools. None of the students had worked previously and the majority did not
have vocational training. Most parents in the study considered job placement options to
be adult activity centers or sheltered workshops.
Vocational intervention was provided directly at the job site when the student was
hired. Outcome data indicated that 11 out cf 13 students who attended an integrated
school and 14 out of 21 students who attended a segregated school remained in their jobs
longer than six months. The average length of employment for the 39 pdacements (5
students changed placements) was nine and one-half months. A possible ccmtributing
factcx to the success of these students in their competitive employment positions was
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their placement in jobs while they w«ie still in school. Another outcome of this study was
the change in parental expectations frcxn wanting their child in sheltered placements to
wanting their child in competitive settings. These parents also exhikted strong suppcxt in
the transitiez process cf their child.
Benz and Halpem (1993) described the vocational programs and transitiez planning
services that were needed and received by students with disabilities their last year of high
schezl. Althezgh the study included all disabilities, findings indicated in the area of
transition [banning needs, students with mental retardation had the greatest need as
compared to students with emotional and learning disabilities. These areas included
vocational training, independent living skills, income subsidy, social skills, and resident
placement Furthermore, students with mild mental retardation had the greatest need for
remedial academics.
Although study results indicated that students with mild mental retardation had the
greatest need for vocational instruction and work experience, they were among the least
likely to receive this instructirz. Accordingly, students with mild mental retardation
required more transition planning overall than other students, but were leaving school
with the most number of these transition needs unmet
Vocahonal education and family involvement were two of the predictor variables
identified in a longitudinal follow-up study by Schalock, Holl, Elliott, and Ross (1992).
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I^ost-gpRMiujUicm owHkaamescHi 2SXBgTaKiua&e8cxFISkdbra8lBiinK)ni ISTTP to lSXB**\ven:
analyzed. The purpose cf the study was to analyze the employment and living status of
students with learning disaWlities (189) and mental retardaticm (109), and the predictors
of these outcomes. Outcomes included (a) current employment status; (b) hours worked,
wages, and number of weeks employed; (c) benefits; (d) living arrangement; and (e)
primary source of income. Twelve predictor variables were identified including hours and
number of vocational prrograms attended, fiamily involvement, and disability. Graduates
or parents were interviewed by phone.
Results indicated that across all outcome measures, students with learning disabilities
appeared to do better than students with mental retardation. Of the students with learning
disabilities, 132 out of 189 (70.1%) were employed and 85 (45%) were living
independently. Only 48 out of 109 (44.2%)

students with mental retardation were

employed and 37 (33.7%) were living indeprendently. Family involvement and hours in
vocational pograms were significant prredictrxs of weeks employed, hours worked, and
yearly salary. Furthermore, hours in vocational programs were a significant predictor for
wages.
Sample (1998) analyzed social skills training as well as vocational training and family
involvement. Twenty-seven students diagnosed with significant emotional disturbance
and three family members were interviewed at 6 month, 12 month, and 24 month
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intervals. The purpose of this study was to determine whether the use of transition best
practices in transition programming was predictive of positive student outcomes for
students widi emotional disturbance. The pedictor variables were vocational instruction,
parent involvement, interagency coUaboratian and service delivery, individual plans and
plaiming, paid w(xk experience, and social skills instruction. The criterion variables
(outcomes) were employment outcomes and conununity at^ustment.
Results indicated parent involvement and paid employment influenced student
postschool outcomes. Of the 30 participants interviewed, only three had interagency
involvement documented in their individual educaticm programs (lEPs) and individual
transition plans (ITPS), therefore it was difficult to determine the impact adult services
might have provided. There were no significant diffaences found between length of time
in vocational or social skill instruction and postschool outcomes.
Family involvement and social skills were found to be significant factors in
successful employment by Heal, Gonzalez, Rusch, Gopher, and DeStefano (1990).
Directors of model projects were requested to identify individuals with mental retardatitm
who were successfully employed for 10 w more hours per week, at minimum wage or
better, for at least 6 months, and very similar individuals with mental retardation who had
been terminakd within the same time period. The 39 pairs of successfully placed and
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unsuccessfully pdaced subjects were then ccanprared to identify variables that may have
influenced successful compretitive empdoyment
Heal et al. found home sup)px)rt, follow-up supipxxt, placement spredalist suprpwrt, and
employer supyxt to be significant factœs in successful job placements. In addition,
successful emp)loyment was linked to ability, quality cf work, attitude, social skills, and
compliant behaviors.
Hughes et al. (1997) reviewed 113 empirically based studies to identify strategies that
suppxiled students' transition to adult life. To determine social validity the ten critical
siqyort strategies identified were inccxporated into a questionnaire that was sent to all
applied researchers who had published at least one empirical investigation. Of the ten
sup^xirt strategies (e.g., identify co-worker, preer, and family sup^xxt; identify student's
pireferences and choices; teach choice making and decision making; match sup;px)rt of
student’s needs; teach self-management and independence; teach social skills; identify
indep)endence objectives; identify envircmment suprpxxt; monitœ social acceptance across
time; assess social acceptance), all were rated critical to extremely impxxlant for a
student's transition to adult life.
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Emeiging Best Practices
Self-determination is an emerging best practice component that has gained wide
acceptance in the area of transition (Wehmeyer & Schwartz, 1998a). Self-determinaticm
refers to people controlling thmr own lives and their own destinies (Wehmeyer &
Schwartz, 1998a). It is the ability to make appropriate choices regarding independent
living, employment, and leisure activities (Schloss, Alper, & Jayne, 1993).
Wehmeyer and Schwartz (1997) collected data regarding self-determination on 80
students with mental retardation or learning disabilities pxior to their exiting high school.
The purpose

this study was to determine if there is a link between student self-

determination and positive adult outcmnes. Students were given
DefermwMfzon

Arc's

(Wehmeyer & Kelchner, 1995), a self-report measure of self-

determiruihon, during their final year of high school. Adult outcome data were collected
on these adolescents one year after leaving high school.
Data analysis determined that 64 (80%)

the self-determined students were

employed ccmipared to approximately 35 (44%) who were not sdf-determined. Those
that were self-determined also earned more pier hour and expierienced mcse pxisitive
outcomes than their pieers who were not self-determined.
Wehmeyer and Schwartz (1998b) considered self-determination to be one cf the core
dimensions of quality cf life and theorized "increased self-determination will lead to an
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increased quality of life" (p. 6). Wehmeyer and Schwartz studied 50 adults with mental
retaidatioa who lived in group homes to determine the relationship between selfdetermination and quality of life. Participants were givai the g W ü y c /lf/b
GuestfowMzfre (Schalock & Keith, 1993) and

Arc's

(Wehmeyer & Kelchner, 1995). There was a significant relationship between selfdetermination and quality of life scores, which indicated that self-determination promoted
more positive quality of life for people with mental retardaticm.
However, when Wehmeyer and Schwartz (1998a) analyzed the transition plans of
students with mental retardation to determine if any of the goals pertained to teaching
students self-determination, nrme were found. Results revealed that out of 900 transitionrelated goals, none related to skills enabling them to make choices, solve problems, make
dedsicms, set and achieve goals, or understand themselves. Students with mental
retardation probably are the most in need for systematic instruction in self-determination
skills because of their cognitive impairments, however are the most unlikely to receive
such instruction (Wehmeyer & Schwartz, 1998a).
Increasing student involvement in the transi tirm planning is one way of prmnoting
self-determination through the transition years (Oetzel & dePur, 1997). However,
researchers revealed that students are not actively involved in their transition
programming (Oetzel & dePur, 1997; Thoma. Rogan, & Baker, 2001). Getzel and dePur
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(1997) reviewed transition-related informatian forms completed at the lEPs of eightyfour students, ages 14 to 21, with significant disabilities in Virginia. The purpose of the
study was to examine trends in the design

transiticm services and to determine whether

transition planning for students with significant disabilities (e.g., autism, multiple
disabilities, severe or profound disabilities) diffas from other students with disabilities
(e g., learning disaNlities, emotional disturbance, mild or moderate mental retardation).
All the students attended a public schocd and most had three or more years remaining
befme exiting. Although 75 (89%) of Ac parents participated in the planning, Getzel and
dePur found only 29 out of 84 (35%) students with significant disabilities attended their
lEP meetings to plan for transition, 13 (15%) did not attend the meeting but were
involved in the plaiming, 17 (20%) were notified about their meetings, and 25 (30%) did
not participate.
Thrxna, Rogan and Baker (2001) conducted a qualitative study to determine level of
involvemait in transition planning of eight students with moderate to severe mental
retardaticm. All students could ccanmunicate fneferences and interests and all had
attended their transitirm (banning meetings.
Bindings indicated (a) when questioned about life goals, students' answers were
influenced by the instructor, (b) students were not always infcsmed about the transition
meetings and therefore not prepared, (c) professionals spent most of their time talking to
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the parents and not the students, and (d) pn^essicmals tended to use technical jargon.
Although jobs, [daces to live, and transptxlation were all in place in the transition [dan,
the goals were not typically a true representation of student preferences, interests, and/or
dreams. Most of the student's dreams for the future mirrored what other typical young
adults wanted, however written goals were mcae stereotypical of outcomes deemed
appicqniate fw students with more severe disabilities.

Exempdary Transition Programs
Sale, Metzler, Everson, and Moon (1991), in an attempt to validate the importance of
various transition elements presumed to be important in transition planning, surveyed 154
individuals representing five groups involved with vocational transition. A 130-item
instrument listing indicators of successful transition attributes derived from a
comprehensive literature review was sent to parents, university personnel, state adult
agency perscmnel, local adult agency persormd, and education personnel. Participants
were asked to evaluate the indicator as not, somewhat, or very important for successful
transition from school to work for students with disabilities. The highest ranked
indicators of effective transitirm were su^xnted-employment, individual-placement
program availability, parental and student involvement in the lEP process, training in
community survival skills, and vocational training at real community job sites.
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Kohler, DeStefano, Wennnth, Grayson, and McGinty (1994) analyzed 15 evaluation
studies to determine how best practices and exemplary transition programs were
validated and to determine what practices were consistently perceived as effective. The
elements identified as exem[^aiy in the evaluation studies coincided with the practices
investigated by Kohler (1993) including vocational training, parent involvement, social
skills training, and community-based instruction.
Rusch and Millar (1998) reviewed special educaticm best practices as identified
by model demonstration programs funded by the U.S. Department of Education. Over
500 model demcmstration pojects were (kveloped and implemented to positively impact
students' postschocd outcomes in every state except South Dakota, Nevada, and West
Virginia. Some of the emerging best practices in transition that were shared by
researchers and model program developers were (a) student involvement and selfdetermination; (b) community-based work experiences and/or job placement; (c) family
involvement; and (d) individualized transition and career planning, beginning by the
seventh grade.
Hasazi, Pumey, and DeStefano (1999) explored implementaticm of transition policy
efforts in nine sites throughout the country. The purpose of the study was to describe how
local sites imf^emented transition pt^des, practices, and procedures, and to detennine
factors that either assisted or hindered implementation. Rve sites were identified as
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model sites based on tbdr reputation fw providing quality transition services. Four sites
were identified as representative because initial implementation efforts had occurred but
[KDgress was hindered by challenges associated with the imf^ementation process.
Exemplary transition services included utilization of best practices in the individual
transiticm [banning process and the cdlaboraticm of the school and community agencies.
Themes that evolved at the model sites relating to effective implementation of the
transition requirement cf IDEA were (a) systematic approaches to teaching students selfdeterminaticm skills; (b) implementing strategies for effective interagency coUaboraticm;
(c) devising strategies for systematic improvement and related professional development
needs through evaluation of postschool student outcomes; and (d) expanding school and
postschool options for students with specific disabilities. Identified recommendations
were (a) identify strategies to give students a more active role in the development of their
lEP/ITPs, (b) expand opportunities for students with emotional disturbance, and (c)
improve methods for using postschool outcome data to evaluate and improve progranw.
Factors supporting the implementation of transition requirements of IDEA in
representative sites included (a) commitment to families and students with disabilities, (b)
programs funded by schools and agencies, and (c) professional development activities
that focus cm transition activities.
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Summary
A review of the litemture suggests more evidence is needed to (ktermine the
relationship between what is accepted as best practices in transition and student postschool outcomes (Johnson & Rusch, 1993), particularly fœ students with mental
retardation. Gill and Edgar (1990) stated analysis of postschocd outcomes of students who
exit spcdal education should be explored by type

disability. "Best practices for oiK

group of students may not necessarily be best practices for another group" (Sample,
1998, p. 240).
Studies concerning postschool transidon outcomes provide data needed to assess and
improve policies, [uograms, and transition practices (Fumey, Hasazi, & DeStefano,
1997). If exemplary practices are disregarded, the impact of transition programming will
be minimal on student outcomes (Momingstar & Kleinhammer-Tramill, 1999). Given the
limited number of studies incorporating best practices with only students with mental
retardation, it is difficult to determine if these practices do indeed lead to positive student
outcome for this population.
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CHAPTERS

METHODOLOGY
This study was designed as a systematic inquiry linking six best practices in transition
(e.g., vocational training, parent involvement, paid wœk experience, social skills training,
interagency involvement, student involvement) to postschool outcomes of employment,
living arrangements, and community ac^ustment for 230 former high school students with
mental retardation. In order to strengthen the evaluation design this study combined three
data cdlection strategies (Patton, 1987). A student demographic survey was mailed to all
parents of students with mental retardation who graduated, dropped out, or aged out in
the 1999-2000 and 2000-2001 schocj years in four counties in a southwestern state.
Parents answered questions that pertained to their child's educational programming,
employmoit, and community at^ustmenL The individualized education plans of students
whose parents completed the survey were then analyzed for best practice components.
Families (e.g., parents, adolescents) who completed the survey and gave prior consent
were then interviewed. Questions asked during the family intaview included student,
parent, and agency involvement in the transition planning of the lEP.

47
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The student demographic survey was administered to analyze three research questions
pertaining to student outcomes which were:
1. What is the employment status of students with mental retardation after exiting
high school?
2. Where are students with mental retardation living after they exit high school?
3. Do studmits with m«ital retardation access facilities within the community after
Aey exit high school?
The lEP rating checklist was used to investigate the three research questions
pertaining to transitional programming which were:
1. Did transition programs include vocational training, social skills training, paid
work experience?
2. What perstms or agencies were responsiWe for delivering supports for coordinated
activities in the transition plan?
3. Which

these predictor variables (e.g., vocational training, social skills training,

parent involvement, student involvement, interagency involvement, paid work
experience) were the most important in predicting employment outcomes, living
arrangements, and community participation?
The family interview attempted to answer the research questions pertaining to
involvement which were:
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1. To what extent was the student involved in planning his or her transition
[xogram?
2. To what extent was the parent involved in planning the transition program?
3. To what extent were agencies involved in transition from school to adulthood.

Design and Procedures

The target population (W= 230) included all students with mental retardation who
graduated, dropped out, or aged out in the 1999-2000,2000-2001 school years in a
southwestern state. Of the seventeen school districts within this state, twelve districts
were identified having students meeting this criteria through data provided by the
Department cf Education. Out of the twelve school districts only five volunteered to
parüdpate.
The low participaticm rate for the school districts was attributed to several factors. Of
the nonparticipating districts, (me volunteered to participate but school persomiel were
unable to identify the names of students with mental retardation who graduated, dropped
out, or aged out in the designated years. Perscmnel from another nonparticipating district
were unaWe to find the lE A of their previous students, and the stated reason for
nonparticipation of another district was that they were too busy to participate. Personnel
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from three districts stated they did not want to participate and personnel from the
remaining two districts did not acknowledge initial invitatitm nw the follow-up phone
calls or emails. The final sample (n =16) included only students frcan a large urban school
district due to no response from parents frmn the other three districts.

The population identified for this study included students ages 14 through 24 in a
southwestern state with an eligilnlity code of mental retardation who graduated, dropped
out, or aged out of high school during the 1999-2000 and 2000-2001 school years and
their parents/guardians. A cover letter of introduction explaining the study to
administrators and administrates consent forms (see Appendix A), [«oposal zq^)roval
letters from the Center for Educational Research and Planning (CHRP), Office for the
Protection of Research Sutgects (OPRS), parental cemsent forms (see Appendix B),
student assent forms (see Appendix C) and copies of both surveys (see Appendixes D and
E) were sent to all the Special Education Program Administrators identified by the
Department of Education as having students with mental retardation exiting their district
in the years 2000 and 2001. A letter from the Department of Education supporting this
study was also included. The twelve Special Education District Administrators were
asked to suppdy names and addresses of parents of students with mental retardation, as
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well as access to individualized education programs (lEPs)

those students whose

parents participated in the study.
A follow-up phone call was made to the districts administrators one week later to
ensure they received the information and to answer any questions they might have had
about the study. Six weeks later a follow-up email was sent to all district administrators
who had not responded. Of the twelve districts, five returned consent forms.

The school districts that participated in this study were located in a southwestern
state. One

the districts is urban and located in the southern end of the state. It is one of

the sixth largest in the nation with an elementary through high school enrollment of
245,000 in 2001 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2001). Three of the other districts are rural. One is
located in the eastern portion of the state with a total of 1464 students, one is located in
the northeastern comer of the state with an enrollment of 9847 students, and one is
located in the central portion

the state with an enrolment

774 students.

Procedure
In the urban schocW district, the master list of student names was pnovided by the
office of Research and Evaluation and the addresses were obtained from the Central
Information System. In the smaller districts, the special education directors provided
master lists of the names and addresses.
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Once names and addresses were obtained, consent forms (parent and youth) and
student danogra^Aic surveys were sent to parents along with preaddressed, postage-paid
return envelopes. Names did not appear on the surveys, but a code was placed on the
back in order to identify respondents from nonrespondents and to compare surveys to
studenf s lEPs. Since parents needed to give consent for lEPs to be released, total
anonymity could not be maintained. A follow-up letter was sent to nonrespondents four
weeks later along with additional consent forms, surveys, and another preaddressed,
postage-paid return envel(^. A final nmiling was sent four weeks later. Due to the poor
response rate, an informal cover letter urging parents to participate was included with the
consent forms, survey, and postage-paid return envelope. A dollar was also enclosed to
say thank you for participating in the study. There was a total of four (21%) ccanpleted
surveys received the first mailing, 11 (58%) the second mailing, and four (21%) from the
third mailing. Three surveys had to be excluded from the study because two of the
partidpants had not exited from high school and the third student did not have mental
retardation. Therefœe, the sample populaticm was sixteen (n =16).
Forty-five surveys (28%) were returned due to incorrect addresses. In an effort to
reach all prospective participants, a thorough search was conducted using the phone book
and web sites including telefAone directories and puMic record information for the
correct addresses. Sixteen additional addresses were found and surveys resent, however.
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two

these were returned with notes stating they did not have children in school at (hat

time.
Data from the completed student demographic surveys were entered into an
SPSS-10 statistical program for analysis. Codes from completed demographic surveys
were compared to the coded master list to locate names and student identification
numbers. The name, student identification number, and copies of (he signed crmsent
forms were then given to Student Data Services who supplied the student's lEP. The
aimual lEP from (he student's final school year was utilized (o maintain consistency.
The lEPs of students whose parents had returned (he survey, were evaluated using a
rating form (sec Appendix F). lEPs were reviewed for documentaticm of or absence of
vocational training; paid work experience; social skills training; and student, parent, and
agency invdlvemenL A doctoral student was given an explanation cf (he rating form and
instructed on the method of coding. Fifty percent of the lEPs were evaluated by the
doctcaal student and the researcher to validate consistency between responses and coding.
Data from (he rating fmms were entered into an SPSS-10 statistical program for analysis.
Fourteen (93%) families indicated cm their ccmsent forms (hey would be willing to
participate in a fbllow-up interview. Three attempts were made to ccmtact all of (hem at
the times they indicated would be convenient. Of (he fourteen families who volunteered,
only eight (57%) could be reached. They were given the qqxatunity to: (1) participate in
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a follow-up phone interview, or (2) participate in a face to face interview at a location of
(heir choice. Six families were interviewed in their homes, one was interviewed at a fast
food restaurant, and one was interviewed over the phone because the family lived out of
state. Except for two interviews, which were held with parents, (he survey questions
were read to (he adolescents. The family members were encouraged to help answer the
questions if the adcdescent did not understand the question. Interviews took
^)proximately thirty minutes. Answers to the interview questions were then analyzed and
the data were collapsed into four broad categories that specifically related to student,
parent, agency involvement, and student outcome. Numerical values were assigned to
each category. Under each of these broad categories several themes emerged.

Instrumentation

The student demogr^hic survey was a modified version of a detailed 23 page followup interview develcqied by Hess, Kregel, and Wehman (1992). Permission to use the
quesdormaire in this study was obtained from one of the authors of the original
questiormaire. In order to reduce (he time needed to complete the questioimairc and since
all (he questions were not relevant to (his study, the original 91 questions were reduced to
32. (Questions (hat were eliminated were questions pertaining to competency tests;
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independent living skills such as banking, paying bills, voting; and experiences with
agencies specUlc to the state in which the study was originally conducted. One
additiorud item was crmstructed to identify parent involvement in the transition process.
The 32-item instrument was divided into four sections, student information,
educational experiences, emfdoyment, and independent living/community participation
(see A p^ndix D). The items were intended to determine the individuals' current
employment; factors that affect employment status; living arrangements; and community,
recreational, and social activities. The readability of the survey was equivalent to upper
fifth grade determined by Microsoft W ad. No modificaticms were made for persons who
could not read. Most questions were worded in a multiple-choice format to minimize the
length of time required to cmnf^ete the survey. Items that required a classification (e.g.,
hours worked) were ccmverted to a code. Fœ example, one cf (he questions asked how
many hours in an average work week does the child work for pay. The hours were coded:
1 = more than 37 hours per week; 2 = 21 to 36 hours per week; 3 = less than 21 hours per
week; and, 4 = unempdoyed.
fW ng CAecklüf
A rating checklist (see Appendix F) was developed to record the documentation of
vocational training; paid work experience; social skills training; and student, parent, and
agency involvement The checklist was developed after a review of (he literature
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pertaining to evidence of elements of best practice in transition programming (Brown,
2000; Getzel & dePur, 1997; Rusch & Millar, 1998; Sheaiin, Roessler, & Schiiner,
1999; Wehman, Kregel, & Seyfarth, 1985a; 1985b).

fwwfy fhfervKW Gweffidnf
Family interview questions (see A[^)endix E) were devel(^)ed after reviewing
literature pertaining to student involvement in transition planning (Thoma, Rogan, &
Baker, 2001; Wehmeyer, 1998). The instrument consisted of 18 semistructured questions
(McMillan & Schumacher, 1997) that were open-ended, but designed with a specific
intent. Fifteen of the questions were directed to the student and pertained to transition
planning, involvement, and friendships. Three of the questions were directed to the
parents about Aeir involvement in (be transition planning. The purpose

(he interview

was to further investigate student, parent, and agency invcdvement in transition
programming.

CfarAy

Went Demogrqp/Wc j^wrvey

The original survey had been field tested with a sample of students with mild and
moderate mental retardation in (be original follow-up study by Hess, Kregel, and
Wehman (1992). However, to establish clarity, a colleague knowledgeable about (he
subject reviewed the survey to determine if each item was clear and easily understood, if
the items had a relationship to the study" s topic and goals, and the intent behind each item
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was clear. The survey was given to an expert in the field of mental retardation, the Center
for Educational Research and Planning (CERP), the Office for the Protection of Research
Subjects (OPRS), and the School District Cooperative Research Committee. Items were
then modified according to their suggestions,
fnteyrafer agreement
In order to ensure that the lEP checklists were rated accurately, interscorer reliability
was obtained. The researcher rated all of the lEPs. Fifty percent of the lEPs were then
randomly selected and rated by a trained doctoral student Interrater agreement was
calculated by dividing the number cf agreements by the number of agreements plus
disagreements and ccmverting the propcxtion to a percentage. The interscorer reliability
score was 100%.
GoyÿWgnWAy
All information gathered in this study was completely confidential. In order to
maintain confidentiality and anonymity, codes were used at all times. No names appeared
on the surveys and codes were used tmly to contact and remind those who had not
returned the questionnaires and to compare the student demografdiic survey with the lEP.
Anodier trained doctoral student and the researcher were the only perstms with access to
the codes.
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Data Collection and Analysis

^Wgnf DemograpAfc
Data from the Student Demographic Survey were analyzed to answer the
fdlowing research questions:
1. What is the employment status of students wiA mental retardation after exiting
high school?
2. Where are students with mental retardation living after they exit high school?
3. Do students with mental retardaticm access facilities within the cormnunity after
they exit high school?
Analysis: Descriptive statistics were performed to describe key trends and findings to
determine student outcomes.
/EP Rating Form
The lEP rating form was used to review lEPs for documentation of or absence of
vcmational training, paid wodc experience, social skills training, student involvement,
parent involvement, and interagency involvemenL Data from the lEP rating form were
analyzed to answer the fcdlowing research questions:
1. Did transition programs include vcmaticmal training, scxnal skills training, paid
wcxk experience?
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2. What persons (x agencies were responsible for delivering supports for coordinated
activities in the transition plan?
3. Which of these predicted variables (e.g., vocational training, social skills training,
parent involvement, student invc^vement, interagency involvement, paid work
experience) were the most important in predicting positive em[^oyment outcomes,
living arrangements, and community participation?
Analysis: Descriptive statistics were performed to describe key trends and findings of
best practices utilized in transition programming.

Famffy fniervrgw Gweffiorw
Data from the family interview were analyzed to answer the following research
questions:
1. To what extent was the student invc^ved in planning his or her transition
program?
2. To what extent was the parent involved in planning the transition program?
3. To what extent were agencies involved in transition from school to adulthood?
The information from the interviews was analyzed looking for emerging themes
(Spradley, 1980). Using a constant ccxnparative method numerical values were assigned
to each category.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to investigate best [xactice components in transition
programs for students with mental retardation (mild, moderate, severe, and [xofound) by
determining (a) the post school outcomes (e.g., employment, living arrangements,
community ar^ustment), (b) the extent to which the transititm component of the lEP
reflected current beat practices, and (c) the extent of student and parent involvement in
the transition pocess. The student demographic survey was administered to determine
educadtmal experiences, employment, and community adjustment. Frequency and
percentages were recorded for each response. The lEP rating checklist was utilized to
rec(xd student, parent, and agency participation in the development of the IS'/transition
plan; persons and agencies responsiWe for delivering suppcxts for coordinated activities
in the transition p^an; and documentation

social skills, vocaticmal training, and paid

woik experience. Frequency and percentages were recorded for each component. The
families were interviewed to determine the extent of student and parent involvement in
the transition [xocess. A qualitative summaiy of participant comments was the
primary method

data analysis for the family interview.
60
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F o rü cÿ W ;
The participants of this study (n = 16) were students with mental retardation who
graduated. drc^q)ed out, or aged out in the 1999-2000,2000-2001 schotj years in a laige
urban school district located in a southwestern state (see TaWe 2). The participants
included eight males (50%) and eight females (50%) with the largest percentage (56%)
being White. Fifteen (93.7%) of the participants graduated from regular high schools
throughout the district, thirteen (81.2%) from self-contained placements, 1 (63%) general
education, and 1 (63%) a combinaticm

general educaticm and resource. One (63%)

student attended a special school for students with disabilities. Five (31.2%) of the
participants w e e attending postsecondary programs offered by the school district for
students with mental retardation, five (31.2%) had been out of school for more than one
year but less than two, three (18.7%) had been out for one year or less, and three (18.7%)
had been out of school for two years (x more.

Student Demographic Survey
The student demogr^hic survey (see Appendix D) was intended to determine the
individual's current employment; facttxs that affected employment status; living
arrangements; and community, recreational, and social activities. The data were from
parents and were repcxted in the areas of educaticmal experiences, emfdoyment.
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TdWe2
Fitquency and Percentage of Selected Demogr^hic Characteristics
Characteristics

Number
(^*:= 1(Q

Percentage

Gender
Male

8

50%

Female

8

50%

White

9

563%

Asian

3

18.8%

v\frican/lrae%ic2ui

2

12.5%

Hispanic

2

12.5%

15

93.7%

1

6.3%

I3dinic(3rigiri

Type of High School Last Attended
Regular hig^i schwool
Special school

(table continues)
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Number
()*:= 1(Q

Percentage

13

81.3%

(hBMaWeducaüon

1

6.3%

CkHnhhm&üan*p%K%aleducatkmandiesounoe

1

6.3%

Special school

1

6.3%

Still atterxling postsecondaiy program

5

31.2%

Mrxethan 1 year but less than 2

5

31.2%

1 year w less

3

18.7%

2 years or more

3

18.7%

Characteristics

Inshucüon^/urangenMaü
SdTcŒ üam edoaan^phfcam pm

Ijeryÿüiof1iiae;()uti]fiacbool
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inKhspKHidkxrtliviiyg,iiQficxoniraiinity pawlicipeUicMi.TThwsitsspcMiscBtvereîuwalyjBed fcr
frequency distribution. The frequency and percentages were reported for each response to
each question.

Research Questions
"

What is the employment stattw of students with mental retardaticm after exiting high
school?

"

Where are students with mental retardation living after they exit high school?

* Do students with mental retardaticm access facilities within the community after they
exit high school?
Educational experiences. Parents answered five questions concerning educational
experiences their child had the last year of high school. These questions included: (1)
reason for exit from high school, (2) instructional arrangement at the time of exit, (3) type
of secondary program the child participated in, (4) if in a fimcticmal ^ g r a m , where the
mtqori^ of time was spent, and (5) what job(8) the parent felt the child was trained to do
when he or she left school.
Of the sample (n = 16), 12 (75%) students graduated with an at^usted diplcxna, 3
(25%) with a certiftcate of attendance, and 1 (63%) moved out Of state (see Table 3).
Thirteen (81.2%) participated in a functional curriculum (e.g., community based
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TaMe3
Frequency and Percentage Reason for Student' a Exit From High School
Reason for Exit from Schocd

Number
(n= 16)

Percentage

Graduated with arÿusted
diplonaa.

12

75%

3

25%

1

6.3%

0

0

0

0

Graduated with certificate
of attendance.
Moved
Graduated with standard
diploma.
Reached maximum age.

instruction, vocational, independent living skills) and 3 (18.8%) participated in a
secondary program that consisted of general/basic education (see Table 4).
The 13 (81.2%) in ftmctional programs reported the skill areas in which the m^ority
the time was spent They were instructed to check up to three chcnces. Beven (68.8%)
indicated the m^ority cf time was spent learning job seeking skills, 10 (62.5%) indicated
non-employment related skills, 8 (50%) instruction in the community, 2 (12.5%)
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Table 4
Frequency and Percentage

Type

Curriculum
Number
( n = 16)

Percentage

13

81.2%

General/basic educalitm

3

18.8%

College preparatory

0

0

Program

Functional curriculum

selected srqqxxted employment, and 1 (63%) selected sheltered em^^oyment (see Table
5).
Parents were asked to list no more than three job(s) they felt their child was trained to
do when he or she left school (see Table 6). Three (18.8%) reported ncme and 2 (12.5%)
participants left this blank. The remaining eleven (62.5%) participants reported duties
including, stocking, running office errands, filing, cleaning floors and tables, child care,
kitchen helper, bussing tables, basic computer skills, courtesy cleik, gardening, volunteer
work at various charity organizations, opening and putting away syringes, and sorting.
fTryfoymenf. I^arents were asked thirteen questions concerning employment. Two of
the questions concerned their child's employment while attending school and during the
siunmer. Nine of the questions included: (1) current employment, (2) how many jobs
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Table 5
Frequency and Percentage of Skill Areas Taught in the Functional Program
Number
( n = 16)*

Program

Percentage

Learning job seeking, work11

68.8%

10

62.5%

8

50%

Supported emfjoymenL

2

12.5%

Sheltered employment.

1

6.3%

Competitive employment.

0

0

related skills.
Learning non-employment related
skills in the classroom.
On-going instruction in
conununity enviromnents.

Note. Respondents were instructed to choose up to three areas.

their child had held since high school, (3) child's job tide, (4) who helped their child find
their current job,

how many hours in an average work week did their child work for

pay, (6) hourly salary, (7) fringe benefits, (8) length of time employed, and (9) level of
satisfaction with job. The last two questions related to children who were cinrendy
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Table 6
Frequency of Job(s) Parent Identified Student was Trained to do When He w She Left
School
Jobs

Number
(n = 16)*

None

3

Blank

2

Stock shelves

2

Order from a meniL

1

Vacuum

1

Ride the bus.

1

Hant flowers

1

Office errand person

1

Filing

1

Basic computer skills

1

Child care

1

Vdtmtecr wodc at various organizations

1

(table continues)
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Table 6 (ccmtinued)
Jobs

Ntnnber
(n=16)*

Seating

2

Cleaning tables and floors

2

Kitchen helper

2

Courtesy clerk

1

Opening and putting away syringes

1

Bnptying garbage

1

Setting tables and washing dishes

1

Busser

fVbfe. Respondents were instructed to list no more than three jobs.
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TaWe7
Frequency and Percentage of Students Employed While in School
Bnployed while in school

Ntnnber
(n= 16)

Percentage

Not employed while in
school

12

75%

4

25%

0

0

Employed part-time while
in school
Enq^oyed full-time while
in school

unemployed, what made it most difficult to get a job and what could the school have
done to help their child become employed.
Of the sample (n = 16), 12 (75%) were not employed while in school and 4 (25%)
were employed part-time (see Table 8). Seven (68.8%) were not employed during the
summer and 4 (26.6%) were employed part-time during the summer (see Table 8). One
participant did not respond to this question.
Of the sample (n = 16), 7 (43.7%) were working in sheltered employment, 4 (25%)
were full-time students, 3 (18.9%) were tmemployed, 1 (63%) was working as a
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Tables
Frequency and Percentage of Students Employed During the Stnnmer
Employed during the siunmer

Number
(n = 16)*

Percentage

11

68.8%

4

26.6%

0

0

Not employed during the
summer
Employed part-time during
the summer
Employed full-time during
the summer
Abfe. One participant did not respond to this question.

vdtmteer, and 1 (63 %) was woddng part-time for an em^joyer (see Table 9). One
parent reported that her son was a full-time student and was also em^oyed. Seven
(43.8%) held one job, 6 (37.5%) students had not held a job since leaving school, 2
(12.5%) held 2 different jobs, and 1 (63%) had held three different jobs (seeTaWe 10).
From the sample (n = 16), 8 (50%) students were employed at the time of the study.
Three (12.5%) parents reported they did not know their child's job title and 1 (63%)
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TaWe9
Frequency and Percentage of Categories that Best Describes the Student's Current
Employment Status
Ntnnber
(n = IQ

Percentage

7

43.7%

Full-time student

4

25%

Unem^doyed

3

18.8%

Dtâng vr^unteer work

1

63%

Working for an employer

1

63%

Categories

Working in sheltered
employment

reported none. Job titles parents reported included kitchen helper, stocker, maintenance
and sheltered em^^oyment (see Table 11).
As shown in TaWe 12, of the eight students who were employed, 3 (37.5%) found
their jobs with the help of a parent and rehabilitation counselor, 2 (25%) found their jobs
with the help of a rehabilitation counselor, 2 (25%) from school persormel, and 1 (123%)
from a state woiker. Three (37.5%) were working between 10 and 19 hours a week, 3
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Table 10
Frequency and Percentage of Jobs Student Held Since Leaving School
Number
(n = 16)

Percentage

1

7

43.8%

0

6

37.5%

2

2

12.5%

3

1

63%

More than three

0

0

Number of Jobs

(37.5%) between thirty and thirty-nine hours a week, and 1 (12.5%) between 20 and 29
hours a week. No participant was working a full 40 hour w o * week (see Table 13).
Of students who were employed (w = 8), parents reported that 4 (50%) were paid
piece w(*: wages, 2 (25%) earned below minimiun wage, and 2 (25%) earned minimum
wage (see Table 14). Six (75%) did not receive paid sick leave, health insinance, or
retirement; 1 (12.5%) received these benefits; and one (12.5%) did not know. Seven
(87.5%) reported they did not receive paid vacations or dental insinance and 1 (63%) did
not know (see Table 15).
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Table 11
Frequency of Reported Job Titles
Number
(n = 8)

Jobs

Don't know

3

Maintenance

1

Stocker

1'

Kitchai helper

1

Sheltered em;doyment

1

None

1

Of students who were em^oyed (n = 8), parents repwted 4 (50%) had been employed
seven

months to one year and 4 (50%) had been employed more than one year, but less

than two years (see Table 16). As shown in Table 17, of the sample of students who were
emf^oyed (n = 8), 5 (62.5%) parents reported they were somewhat satisfied with the type
of work their son/daughto^ peifonned at his/ho^ job and 2 (25%) were satisfied. Only 1
(12.5%) parent reported they were not satisfied at all.
Parents were asked to identify all the obstacles they tlxwght made it hardest for their
child to g eta job. Child still in school (postsecondary), lack of jobs in the area, no one to
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Table 12
Frequency and Percentage of Assistance in Locating Bnployment
Nmnber
(n = 8)

Percentage

Parent and rehaWlrtation counselor

3

37.5%

Rehabilitation counselor

2

25%

School persormel

2

25%

State worker

1

12.5%

An employment agency

0

0

Found the job independently

0

0

A friend

0

0

Assistance Provided By:

help find a job, and lack of training programs were identified the most by parents as
leading obstacles. Having to stay home to supervise small children, finding a job to fit
interest, disability, low wages provided by sheltered workshops, and transportation were
each identified cmce as a leading obstacle (see Table 18).
Parents of those children who were not employed (n = 8) were asked to check all the
items related to what the school could have done to help them become employed.
Providing more vocaticmal training was identified by 6 (75%) parents and told where to
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Table 13
Frequency and Percentage of Hours Wcaked in a Week for Pay
Hours

Number
(n = 8)*

Percentage

1 0 -1 9

3

37.5%

3 0 -3 9

3

37.5%

2 0 -2 9

1

12.5%

40 or mcse hours

0

0

Less than 10 hours

0

0

jVbfg. One participant did not answer the question.

find help after leaving school was identified by 4 (50%) parents. Helping him/her find a
job was checked by 3 (373%) of the parents and 2 (25%) of the parenb felt that the
school had done everything it could to help. One (125%) parent reported that their child
was still in schorl (see Table 19).
/ndepgndenf Zrvrhg/Carmwmrfy fnrfrcÿoiron. F ^ n ts answered seven questions
concerning their child's (1) living arrangement, (2) use of community facilities, (3)
regular activities, (4) affiliation with jgroups/clubs, (Q people they spend the most time
with, and (6) their satisfaction with their child's life.
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Table 14
Frequency and Percentage of Hourly Salary
Salary

Number
(n = 8)

Percentage

4

50%

wage ($.01 - $5.15)

2

25%

Mnimum wage ($5.15)

2

25%

Above minimum ($5.15 +)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Piecework
Below federal minimum

"By the job, whatever
they'll pay me"
1 don't know

Of the sample (n = 16), 15 (93.8%) were living at home. One (63% ) was living with
grandparents in another state (see Table 20).
Parents were asked to identify all of the facilities in which their child spent one or
more hours eadi week. Of the sample (n = 16), the most frequented facilities were indoor
recreation facilities 9 (56.3%), outdoor recreation facilities 9 (563% ), restaurants 8
(50%), shopping facilities 8 (50%), and homes of friends 5 (31.3%). Three (183% )
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TaWe 15
Frequency and Percentage of Fringe Benefits Received By Employed Students
Fringe Benefits

Number
(n = 8)

Percentage

Paid sick leave, health insurance, and retirement
No

6

75%

Yes

1

12.5%

Don't Know

1

12.5%

No

7

87.5%

Don't Know

1

12.5%

Yes

0

0

Paid vacations and dental insurance

participants did not use any commimity facilities. After schocd programs, dance class,
associatitms for persons with disabilities, gym, and churdi were each reported by 1
(63% ) of the participants (see Table 21).
Parents were asked to identify all the activities in which their child participated on a
regular basis (see Table 22). The most popular activities were bowling 5 (313% ),
swimming 5 (313% ), bicycling 3 (18.8%), and basketball 3 (18.8%). Three (18.8%) did
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Table 16
Frequency and Percentage of Length of Employment
Lengthen Time

Number
(n = 8)

Percentage

7 months to 1 year

4

50%

More than one year, but less than 2 years

4

50%

0-6 months

0

0

More than two years

0

0

Table 17
Frequency and Percentage of Level of Job Satisfaction
Satisfactian

Number
(n = 8)

Percentage

Srxnewhat satisfied

5

62.5%

Satisfied

2

25%

Not satisfied at all

1

12.5%
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Table 18
Frequency of Obstacles to Employment of Those Who are Currently Unemployed
Obstacles

Number
(n = 8)*

Still in school (postseccmdary)

2

Lack of jobs in the area

2

No one to help find a job

2

Lack

2

job training programs

Not able to w o * because of young childrai
who need supervisicm

1

Finding a job to fit interest

1

Because of disability

1

Sheltered w akshops don't pay enough

1

No transpoitatifm available

1

Don't want to give up Social Security
benefits
NcÆable to w o* because of health

0
0

A/bk. Respondents were instructed to check all that apply.
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Table 19
What Schools Could Have Done to Help with Employment of Those that are
Unemployed
Actions School Could Have Taken

Number
(n = 8)*

Percentage

Provided mcxe vocational
6

75%

4

50%

3

37.5%

2

25%

Still in schocd (postsecondary)

1

12.5%

No opinion, don't know

0

0

training while in school
Told where he/she could
find help after leaving school
Helped him/her find a job
The school did everything it
could to help.

JVbfg. Respondents were instructed to check all that zqiply.

not parhdpate in any regular recreational activities. Other activities included dance 2
(12.5%), gymnastics 2 (12.5%), soccer 1 (63% ), hockey 1 (63% ), baseball 1(63%),
exercise 1 (63% ), fishing 1 (63% ), and adaptive recreation programs 1 (63%).
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Table 20
Frequency ami Percentage of Current Living Arrangement
Living Arrangement

Number
(n = 16)

Percentage

At home with prarent

15

93.8%

Living with relatives

1

63%

Parents were asked to identify all the groups or clubs to which their child belonged.
Eight (50%) were not in any groups w clubs (see Table 23). Groups that were the most
popular were organizations for youth with disabilities 4 (25%), church 4 (25%), exercise
classes 2 (12.5%) and city recreation programs 2 (123%).
Parents were asked to identify individuals with whom their child spent the most time
(see Table 24). Family members were identified 7 (43.8%) times, family and friends 4
(25%), friends 1 (6.3%), and him/herself 1 (6.3%). One (63% ) parent checked all
choices.
Of the sample (n = 16), 9 (563%) spent the largest amoimt of free time with people
with and without disabilities. Four (25%) spent most of their time with only family
members, 2 (12.5%) with people with disabilities, and 1 (63% ) sp)ent the largest amount
of free time with preople without disabilities (see Table 25).
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Table 21
Frequency and Percentage of Facilities Frequented One or More Hours a Week
Number
(n = IQ

Percentage

Indoor recreation facilities

9

563%

Outdoor recreation facilities

9

563%

Restaurants

8

50%

Shopping facilities

8

50%

Home of friends

5

31.3%

Does not use community facilities

3

18.3%

After school program

1

63%

Dance class

1

63%

Association for persons with disabilities

1

6.3%

Gym

1

63%

Church

1

63%

Facilities

Afbfe. Respcmdents were instructed to check all that appjy.

Of the sample (a = 16), 9 (563%) were somewhat satisfied with their child's life in
general and 3 (18.8%) were somewhat dissatisfied. Two (12.5%) were veiy satisfied and
2 (12.5) reported being neither satisfied nor dissatisfied (see Table 26).
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Table 22
Frequency and Percentage of Activities Participated in Regularly
Activities

Number
(n = 16)*

Percentage

Bowling

5

31.3%

Swimming

5

31.3%

Bicycling

3

18.8%

Basketball

3

18.8%

3

18.8%

Dance

2

12.5%

Gymnastics

2

12.5%

Soccer

1

6.3%

Hockey

1

6.3%

Baseball

1

6.3%

Exercise

1

6.3%

Fishing

1

6.3%

Adaptive recreation programs

1

6.3%

Jogging

0

0

Does not participate in any
regular recreation activities

A/bfg. Respondents were instructed to check all that apply.
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Table 23
Frequency and Percentage of Groups œ Clubs Attended
Number
(n = 16)*

Groups/Clubs

Percentage

None

8

50%

Church dub

4

25%

Organizati(ms for youth with disabilities

4

25%

Exercise class

2

12.5%

City recreatirmal programs

2

12.5%

Scouts

0

0

Adult education class

0

0

A/bfg. Respondents were instructed to check all that apply.

Individualized Education Program (lEP) Rating Checklist
A rating checklist was developed to record the documentation of student, parent, and
agency participaticm in the developnnent of the lEP; persons or agencies responsible for
delivering supports for coordinated activities in the transition plan; and documentadon of
social skills, vocational training, and paid work experience (see Appendix E). The data
were reported in the areas of (1) lEP partidpation, (2) persons œ agencies listed as
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Table 24
Frequency and Percentage
Activities

Individuals Child Spends Most Time With During Leisure

Number
(n= 16)

Percentage

Family

7

43.8%

Family and friends

4

25%

Friends

1

6.3%

Him/herself

1

6.3%

Family/fnends/himself

1

6.3%

Family and himself

1

6.3%

1

6.3%

Individuals

With general puMic/co-workers
family/friends/himself

responsiWe for delivering supports and services, (3) vocational training, (4) paid work
experience, and (5) social skills training.
The frequency and percentages were reported for each documentation. Due to the
sample size (n = 16), no other statistical analyses could be attempted and therefore
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Table 25
Frequency and Percentage of Groups of People Child Spends Most Time With During
Leisure Activities
Number
(#1=16)

Percentage

9

56.3%

family members

4

25%

People with disabilities

2

12.5%

People without disabilities

1

6.3%

Groups of Pbcqile

People with and without
disalxlities
Only spends time with

questions pertaining to which predictor variables were most important in predicting
employment, living arrangements, and community participatian could not be answered.

Research Questions
"

Did transition programs include vocational training, social skills training, and paid
Tvodcexpenence?
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Table 26
Frequency and Percentage of Satisfaction with Child's Life in General
Number
(n = 16)

Percentage

Somewhat satisfied

9

56.3%

Somewhat dissatisfied

3

18.8%

Very satisfied

2

12.5%

2

12.5%

Very dissatisfied

0

0

No opinion

0

0

Unable to assess satisfaction

0

0

Questirm

Nmther satisfied nor
dissatisfied

* What persons or agencies were responsible for delivering supports fw coordinated
activities in the transition plan?
* Which of these predictor variables (e.g., vocational training, social skills training,
parent involvement, student invcdvement, paid work experience, interagency
involvement) are the most important in predicting employment outcomes, living
arrangements, and community participation?
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7EP/7yo#wüo#f fw ücÿofw ». Each lEP was analyzed for the signature of those that
attended the annual lEP of (he students' final year before exiting. As shown in Table 27,
of (he sample (n =16), 14 (87%) of the parents attended the lEP/transition meeting and 2
(12.5%) participated through a phone conference, 13 (81.2%) students attended their
lEP/transition meeting, and 3 (18.8%) did not attend. Local Educational Agency (LEA)
representatives and special education teachers were in attendance at 16 (100%) meetings.
Regular education teachers were in attendance at 5 (313%) meetings, speech therapists at
5 (31.5%) meetings, transition specialists at 4 (25%) meetings, and school psychologists
at 4 (25%) meetings. Vocational educators were in attendance at 2 (12.5%) meetings and
representatives from the intermediate care facility for individuals with mental retardation
(ICF/MR) were at 2 (12.5%) meetings. A principal was in attendance at 1 (6.3%)
meeting, an aide was in attendance at 1 (63% ) meeting, and a one adaptive physical
education teacher was in attendance at 1 (6.3%) meeting.
ferio n s or agencf&s reapo#wi6k /h r dkffvermg f AgpporA. In the coordinated activities
section of the transition plan fAe mfera^ency r&$po#»fhif*h&r or any needed ffntag»
sectitm was analyzed for names of persons or agencies identified for ensuring that the
studenf s postschool outcomes were met. There were no limits as to how many persons or
agencies could be listed in this area. The activities were in the areas of instruction, related
services, commimity experiences, employment and other post-school adult living
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objectives, acquisiticm of daily living skills and functional vocational evaluation. Data
were analyzed to determine whether the statement was left blank or whether a specific
agency was listed. In 4 (25%) of the transition plans all of these areas were left blank and
8 (50%) of the plans had no agency listed. Following are persons who were listed in the
specific areas of instruction, related services, community experiences, employment, and
acquisition

daily living skills.

As shown in Table 28, in the area of instruction, school œ staff was listed as the key
persons or agency identified for delivering supports and services to achieve lEP outcomes
on 8 (50%) of the IBPs, parent was listed on 6 (37.5%), student was listed on 6 (37.5%),
vocational rehabilitation was listed on 1 (6.3%), intermediate care facility for individuals
with mental retardation (ICF/MR) was listed (m 1 (6.3%), a regular education teacher was
listed on 1 (63% ), and transition services was listed on 1 (63% ) of the lEPs. Seven
(43.8%) of the transition plans had no one listed as responsible for delivering supports
and services in the area of instruction.
In the area of rdated services, school or staff was listed as the key persons or agency
identified for delivering supports and services to achieve IH ' outcomes on 3 ( 18.8%)
lEPs, parent was listed on 2 (12.5%), student was listed on 2 (12.5%), vocational
rehabilitaticm on 1 (63% ), and ICF/MR on 1 (6.3%) lEP (see Table 29). Speech therapist
was listed on 1 (6.3%) lEP, transition services on 1 (63% ), and transportation
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TaWe27
Frequency and Percentage of Team Members who attended lEP Meeting
Number
(n = 16)*

Percentage

14

87.5%

Hione ccmference

2

12.5%

Did not attend

0

0

13

8L2%

3

18.8%

LEA

16

100%

Special education teacher

16

100%

Regular education teacher

5

313%

Speech therapist

5

313%

Transition specialist

4

25%

School psychcdogist

4

25%

Vocational educator

2

12.5%

Participants

Parent involvemmit
Attended

Student involvement
Attended
Did not attend
Other team members

(table continues)
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Table 28 (continued)

Number
(n = 16)*

Percentage

2

12.5%

Principal

1

6.3%

Aide

1

6.3%

Ad^)tive physical education teacher

1

6.3%

Participants

Intermediate care facility for individuals with
mental retardation (ICF/MR)

/Vbk. Number

IB 's analyzed.
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on 1 (63% ) lEP. Eleven (68.8%) transition (^ans had no one listed as responsible for
delivering supports and services in the area of related services.
In the area of community experiences, school or staff was listed as the key persons or
agency identified for delivering supports and services to achieve lEP outcomes on 9
(56.3%) transitirm plans, parent was listed on 6 (37.5%), student was listed on
6 (37.5%), and transition services was listed on 1 (63%) of the plans (see Table 30).
Rve (313%) transition plans had no one listed as respcmsible for delivering suppa-ts and
services in the area of community experiences.
As shown in Table 31, in the area of employment and other post-school adult living
objectives, school w staff was listed as the key persons or agency identified for
delivering supports and services to achieve lEP outcomes on 5 (31.3%) transition plans,
parent was listed cm 4 (25%), student was listed on 4 (25%), vocational rehabilitation was
listed cm 3 (18.8%), transition services was listed on 2 (123% ) and ICF/MR was listed
on 1 (63% ) transition plan. Seven (43.8%) transition plans had no one listed as
responsible for delivering suMX)rts and services in the area of employment
As shown in Table 32, in the area of acquisition of daily living skills and functional
vocational evaluation, school or staff was listed as the key persons or agency identified
for delivering supports and services to achieve lEP outcomes on 5 (313% ) of the
transition plans, parent was listed on 3 (18.8%), student was listed on 3 (18.8%),
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Table 28
Frequency and Percaitage
for Instruction

Persons or Agencies Responsible for Delivering Supports

Perscms/Agencies

Number
(#%= 16)*

Percentage

School or staff

8

50%

Parent

6

37.5%

Student

6

37.5%

Vocational rehabilitatioa

1

6.3%

1

6.3%

Regular education teacher

1

6.3%

Transition services

1

6.3%

No one listed

7

43.8%

Intermediate care facility for individuals with
mental retardation (ICF/MR)

Wbfe. Number of lEPs analyzed.

and ICF/MR was listed on 1 (6.3%) of the transition plans. Ten (62.5%) transition plans
had no erne listed as responsible fw delivering supports and services in the area of daily
living skills and vocational evaluation.
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Table 29
Frequency and Percentage cf Perstms or Agencies Responsible for Delivering Supports
for Related Services
Number
(n = 16)*

Percentage

School or staff

3

18.8%

Parent

2

12.5%

Student

2

12.5%

Vocational rehabilitation

1

6.3%

1

6.3%

Speech therapist

1

63%

Transition services

1

6.3%

Transpcxtation

1

63%

No one listed

11

68.8%

Pbrsons/Agencies

Intermediate care facility for individuals with
mental retardation (ICF/MR)

iVbfe. Number of lEPs analyzed.

VbcafwW Trarmng, .ÿocW Jtü k , and Paid Work Eg%rkncg. The lEP goal pages
were analyzed for documentation

vocational training, social skills training, and paid
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TaWe30
Frequency and Percentage of Persons w Agencies Responsible for Delivering Suppœts
for Community Experiences
Number
(» = 16)*

Percentage

School or staff

9

56.3%

Parent

6

37.5%

Student

6

37.5%

Transiticm services

1

6.3%

No one listed

5

313%

Persons/Agencies

iVbfe. Number

lEPs analyzed.

woik experience. As shown in Table 33, the vocational training goal was written under
the specific heading of vocodono/

or edwcadon in 9 (56.3%) lEPs, vocational

training or education was implied in benchmarks in 6 (37.5%) lEPg, and 1 (6.3%) lEP did
not have any documentation of vocaticmal training or education. Social skills training was
implied in benchmarks in 5 (31.3%) lEPs and a social skills goal was written under the
specific heading of focW fkdk training in 4 (25%) lEPs. Seven (43.8%) of the lEPs
did not have any documentation of social skills training. Paid woik experience was not
documented in any of the lEPs.
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TdWe31
Frequency and Percentage of Persons or Agencies Responsible for Delivering Supports
for Employment and Other Post-Schott Adult Living Objectives
Number
(#1 = 16)*

Percentage

School œ staff

5

3L3%

F^arent

4

25%

Student

4

25%

Vocational rehabilitation

3

18.8%

Transitiez services

2

12.5%

Intermediate care facili^ for individuals with
mental retardation (ICF/MR)

1

6.3%

No one listed

7

43.8%

Persons/A genmes

Note. Number of lEPs analyzed.

Family Interview
The purpose of the interview was to further investigate student, parent, and agency
involvement in transititm programming. Rfteen of the questions were directed to the
student and pertained to transition (tanning and involvement (see A^iendix E). Three ct^
the questions were directed to the parents about their involvement in the transition
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TdWe32
Frequency and Percentage of Persons or Agencies Responsible for Delivering Supports
for Daily Living Skills and Functional Vocational Evaluation
Number
(n=16)*

Percentage

School or staff

5

3L3%

Parent

3

18.8%

Student

3

18.8%

Intermediate care facility for individuals with
mental retardaticm (ICF/MR)

1

6.3%

10

62.5%

Persons/AgMicies

No one listed

Number

lEPs analyzed.

planning. A qualitative summary of participant comments was the primary method of
data analysis for this portion of the study. This summary invcdved reviewing and coding
all relevant passages related to each of the questions from family interviews,
demographic surveys, and lEP documents.
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TaWe33
Freqwncy and Percentage of Vocational Training, Paid Woik Experience, and Social
Skills Training
Number
(n = 16)*

Percentage

Goal stated

9

56.3%

Goal implied

6

37.5%

None

1

6.3%

None

7

43.8%

Goal implied

5

313%

Goal stated

4

25%

16

100%

Goal stated

0

0

Goal implied

0

0

IB* Components

Vocational Training or Education

Social Skills Training

Paid Work Experience
None

iVdfe. Niunber

lEPs analyzed.
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Participants of this interview were eight families who had volunteered to the
interview at the time they completed die student demographic survey (see Table 34). Six
of the interviews were in the htxne, one interview was at a fast food restaurant, and one
interview was over the phone with a mother who lived out of state. Six interviews were
with the student and his/her mother, one interview the mother and father were present,
and one interview the father, mother, and brother were presenL Two interviews were
conducted without the student. The questions were directed to the student, however, the
parent in most cases helped by restating the question or offering information to aid in the
student remembering. In the cases where the student could not answer, the parent
answered.
The data were collapsed into four koad categories that specifically related to student,
parent, agency involvement, and student outcome. Under each of these broad categories,
several themes emerged.

Research Questions
To what extent was the student involved in planning his or her transition program?
To what extent was the parent involved in planning the transition program?
To what extent were agencies involved in transition from schocd to adulthood.
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Table 34
Participants
Student*

Age at Interview

Locatitm of Interview

Pamily Participants

Theresa

21

Phcme

Mother

Kathy

23

Home

Mother

Bemie

22

Home

Father & Mother

Lucy

21

Home

Father, Mother, &
Brother

Cynthia

20

Home

Mother

Rhonda

21

Home

Mother

Alex

23

Home

Mother

Thomas

22

Past Pood Restaurant

Mother

iVbüg. Pseudonyms

/EP/7ra#»üio#i /mvAvmeni
Table 35 illustrâtes student attendance at their lEP/transition meetings and
invc^vement in the decision making process (e.g., who would attend, choice related to
what classes would be taken). Seven of the students attended their lEP/transition
meetings, (me student did not Lucy would show up at her lEP/transiticm meetings, but
her mother reptMied, "She didn't like them. People talked about her not to her, and she
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would end up crying. Although she went to most of them, because

her emotional state,

she would be excused."
When students were asked, "Were you asked who you would like to have at your
meeting?" only Cynthia said yes. "I asked if my aide could come to the meeting."
Cynthia's mother explained that Cynthia had the same aide for many years.
Only one student was able to choose the classes she tock in school. Cynthia was in the
self-contained classroom for students with mental retardation (MCS) for pre-vocational
skills and math. The other four classes; keyboarding, choir, fashion merchandising, and
cooking; were in the general education classroom. Cynthia's mother stated this enabled
Cynthia to have many more typical peer acquaintances, "We were at the mall and a group
of kids waved and said hi to Cynthia. When I asked who they were, Cynthia said they
were in one of her classes at school. This would never have happened if she was in a self
contained classroom all day."

Vmow ybr fAe fnfwe and AcfW Onfcomef
Table 36 illustrates students visions for the future, school work experiences, and
outcomes for each cf the eight students in the interview secticm cf this study. Although
two of the students didn't know what they wanted to do after they graduated, six of the
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Tddc35
IBP/Transition Meeting Involvement
Asked Who You
Could Invite

Choose Your
Classes

Student*

Attended
Meeting

Theresa

Yes

Don't know

No

Kathy

Yes

No

No

Bemie

Yes

No

No

Lucy

No

No

No

Cynthia

Yes

Yes

Yes

Rhonda

Yes

No

Don't know

Alex

Yes

No

No

Thomas

Yes

No

No

Note. Pseudonyms

students had definite visions in the area of employment, however this vision had not
materialized for any cf the six.
Theresa's vision for the future read "find an occupaticm she can do." When Theresa's
mother was asked if Theresa had the chance to learn about jobs in which she was
interested while in high school she stated, "They worked on that a lot, but I do not know
if she understood." When asked what Theresa wanted to do after she graduated Theresa's
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mother ref^ed, "I dcz't think she had a due as to what she liked or wanted to do."
However, according to her lEP, Theresa did an excellent job and eiyoyed (Wanting and
watering plants in a greenhouse which was part of her work experience training in schocd.
Theresa now works in a sheltered workshop. Her duties include sorting clothes at a used
clothing stœe, emptying garbage, vacuuming, and washing sinks. She gets paid every two
weeks and her bimtmthly pay check is about $5.50, which is based on piece work. As for
future employment, Theresa's mother states, "She still needs job training and lots of
supervisicm." Theresa's mother is very satisfied with Theresa's life in general and
reported that Theresa is as well.
Kathy had attended a post educaticmal program offered by the school district after
graduating from high school. This program was an option for students who graduated
with an option 2 difdoma and had an open case with the intermediate care facility for
individuals with mental retardation (ICF/MR) or Vocational Rehabilitation. The areas
emphases were work experience, employability skills, career ex(doiation, job shadowing,
job seeking skills, and other employability academics. However, her final year in this
program, Kathy's vision for the futtme still read, "Kathy doesn't know at this time." Her
mother, however, indicated Kathy was interested in working with animals. When asked if
Kathy had the chance to learn about jobs she was interested in the answer was "no", and
although the terms work erperience were used in the lEP, a job or job duties
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Table 36
Student Visions for the Future and Actual Outcomes

8
Student*

Vision for the Future

School Woik Experience

Outcome

Theresa

Find an occupation
she can do

Woiked in greenhouse
unpaid

Wmks at a used clothing store
sheltered employment

Kathy

Don't know

None identified in the lEP

Various contracted jobs
sheltered employment

Bemie

Woik with copier

Volunteered at organizations
to help the poor

Post Educational FYogram

Lucy

Child Care

Volunteered at homeless shelter
fcdding clothes
Volunteered at university day care center
fixed snacks, and played with children

Various contracted jobs
sheltered employment

(O '

3.
3
"
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Table 37 (continued)
Student Visions for the Future and Actual Outcomes

CD

8
ci'

Student*

lEP Vision

School W ak Experience

Outcome

Cynthia

Child Care

Vcdimteeied at a senia care center talked
to clients, pushed them in wheelchairs,
folded linen, cleaned tables,
washed dishes, stacked chairs

Post Educational Program

Rhonda

Telephone operator

Laundry
unpaid

Prist Educational Program

Alex

Stay home and answer
6 e phone,
Woik at a nursing hane.
Work at Sprint

Wiped down tables, picked up trash
unpaid

Cleaning stalls at a stable
sheltered employment

Thmnas

Selling movie tickets at
Worked as a custodian
MOM,
tmpaid
W aking with a Vetainarian

33
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Stocks shelves
sheltered employment

iVbfg. Pseudonyms
g
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were not identified. At the time of the interview Kathy was 23 years old and had aged out
of the post secondary program. When Kathy" s mother was asked what jobs she felt Kathy
was trained to do when she left school she repeated, "Minimal-she is unable to read or
count money. She could do sorting, things

that nature." Kathy now works in a

sheltered workshop doing various contracted jobs. She works an average of 30 hours a
week and pay is based on piece work. Kathy" s mother is somewhat dissatisfied with
Kathy" s life in general although Kathy states she is h^rpy.
On Bemie" s lEP, his vision for the future was to work with a copier. When
interviewed, however, Bemie stated "I want to work at a bookstore or sport store." He
had been enrolled in the same post educaticmal program as Kathy but was about to enroll
in another post educational program offered by the school district. When asked the
question. "Did you have the chance to leam about jobs you were interested in while in
high school," Bemie and his mother both answered "yes", however according to the lEP,
his work experience consisted

volunteaing at or^ganizations to help t k poor where he

baked, cleaned, did laundry chores, and wmked in the yard. The survey question which
asked what Bemie had been trained to do when he left school had been left blank. Bemie
is still attending a postsecondary education program and is not employed. Whether
Bemie is doing what he wanted to do after graduation can not be answered. H s mother
indicated that she is neither satisfied nw dissatisfied with Bemie" s life in general
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and Bemie staled that he is happy.
Lucy's visiez for the future was to work with children. When asked if Lucy had
a chance to leam about jobs she was interested in while in high school, her mother
reported that she had w aked at the day care center at the university for a very short
period of time. Lucy also woiked at a homeless shelter folding clothes. Although woddng
at the homeless shelter wasn't in the area of interest for Lucy, mother stated, "It at least
got her out OF the classroan." Lucy was very clear that she was not doing what she
wanted to after she graduated, "I want to woik at a day care, 1 want to go to woik." Lucy
is now employed in sheltered employment doing various contracted jobs and pay is based
on piece woik. Mother stated:
When there is no woik she just sits, many times she falls asleep and then gets
reprimanded. We want supported employment for her, but can't find jobs or agencies
that provide enough supp«1, we are worried about safety issues and her being left
alone. She had a job at a clothes stcse, but they didn't supervise her enough, she
would have to go and find the supervisor to ask her what to do next, and then she
would get into trouble for being Wf her station. She loves to woik with kids, I have
tried to get her involved where she works now, but nothing is available in that area.
Lucy" s mother repeated diat she is somewhat dissatisfied with Lucy" s life in general, but
Lucy reports she is hiqipy.
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According to Cynthia's lEP, her vision for the future was to continue going to school,
however she reported in the interview that she wanted to work with kids. When asked if
she had the chance to leam about jobs she was interested in while in high school her reply
was, "I was never offered a chance." Her work experience included volunteering at the
library, an organization to help the pow, and a nursing care center. Her duties at the care
center were pushing clients in their wheelchairs, folding linen, cleaning tables, washing
dishes, and assisting with the bingo game. When asked if she was doing what she wanted
to do after graduating her reply was yes. She is attending the post education program
offered by the school district. Mother repwted that she is somewhat satisfied with
Cynthia's life in general and Cynthia stated she is happy.
Rhonda's vision for the future was to be a tele(Acze operator. When asked if she had
a chance to leam about jobs she was interested in while in high school the answer was
"no". Although (me of her lEP benchmaric's was to pwficÿofe in work erperience there
was no (kmumentati(m of any activities. Mom stated, "They taught her to do laundry, my
goals were for her to obtain a job so she could functi(m in the community. She should
have been taught skills for outside the home, but I didn't see it" Rhonda is attending the
districf s post educational program. When asked if she was learning more in the (nogram
her mother* s reply was:
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The focus is on vocational skills, however, she is still d ang simple things, like
learning emergency signs. She knows that, she is just repeating things. They take a
lot of field trips like movies and banks, but no job training.
Rhonda's motho^ reported that she is somewhat satisfied with Rhonda's life in general
and she thinks Rhcmda is happy.
Alex's vision for the future accwding to his lEP was to stay home and answer the
(Aone. When interviewed he stated he wanted to work fw the local (Aone company.
When asked if he had the chance to leam about jobs he was interested in while in high
school his answer was "no". School work experiences included picking up trash and
wiping tables. According to Alex' s mother there was "a little, very little" job seeking,
wmk-related, and pre-vocational skills learned in the classroom environmenL When I
asked Alex to tell me about what he wanted to do after he graduated and if he was doing
it he replied, "No, I wanted to weak at the nursing home and make food for people." He is
presently working in sheltered employment cleaning stalls at a staWe. His pay is based on
piece work. When Alex' s mother was asked how satisfied she was with Alex' s life in
general she reported, "Somewhat satisfied, only because I wish he had emf^oyment with
the general public. Otherwise I know he is safe and ha;yy and loved." When I asked Alex
if he was happy with his life now he replied "yes".
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Thomas' s vision for the future, according to his lEP, was to seU movie tickets at
MOM, however, when asked during the interview, he stated he was interested in woriring
fm- a veterinarian, anything to do with animals or food service. When asked if he got a
chance to leam about jobs he was interested in while in high school his mother refried,
"Jobs that were available were not jobs he was interested in." Sdxx^ work experience
included wmking as a ctKtodian at an elementary school. When Thcmias's mother was
asked if Thomas was dmng what he wanted to do after he graduated the answer w^as, "No,
he is waking in sheltered employment stocking shelves. His pay is based on piece
work." His mother reported that she is somewhat satisfied with Thomas's life in general
and when Thomas was asked if he was h^rpy his answer was, "Not yet."
forent Jhvofvement in the /EfVZyonsfrion frogrom. All eight parents reported they
attended all of the lEP/transition plan meetings. When asked about their involvement in
their son/daughters’ school programs three of the parents reported they were very
involved in their child's program. Cynthia's mother stated, "I would move Cynthia to
different programs because some didn't have enough academics. I advocated fw Cynthia
to do mcxe ncsmal things. Socializaticz was an important issue. I was the one who found
her a position at a private preschool to read to the kindergarten class." Bemie's mother
would meet with the district's transition specialist to review community services.
Theresa's mother reported going on weekly community based instmction (CBI) trips.
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Rve parents repaled their involvement was primarily attending the lEP/transition
meetings. Lucy" s mother stated, "During elementary and junior high school I was very
involved. I would visit the classroom, volunteer, and go on field trips. In high school I
wasn't involved at all, they didn't do anything to be invr^ved with." The other parents
stated they would call the teachers if there were any concerns and they would go to the
lEPs with goals in mind.
ylgency Arvohwnenf. When asked which agencies provided the most sup^xnt after
leaving high school, two parents reported the intermediate care facility for individuals
with mental retardation (ICF/MR), one reported ICF/MR and Easter Seals, one repwted
ICF/MR and a sheltered wodcshop, and one reported the rehabilitation counsels for the
disaWed. However, these parents were frustrated that there wasn't more agency supporL
Lucy" s mother stated she didn't know where else to turn. She needed someone to give her
a list of agencies so that she could start investigating alternatives. Three reported that
there was no agency support. Rhonda's mother stated, "There were no fWlow-up calls.
They should have a list of students who graduate and the agency should call us. There is
nothing, no program. This should be initiated at the high schocd." Thomas's mother
stated, "I sent Thomas to live with his grandmother in California because of the lack of
services here."
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CHAPTERS

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to focus exclusively on best practice compoaents in
transition programs for students with mental retardation by determining: (a) the post
school octoanes

students with mental retardation; (b) the extent to which the transition

component of the lEP reflected current best practices; (c) determine which predictor
variables were the most important in predicting the positive outcomes of employment,
living arrangements, and cœmnunity participation; and (d) the extent of student and
parent inv(^vement in the transition process. Answers obtained for these research
questions are summarized and discussed. In view of the low return rate, the reader is
cauücmed to avoid over-generalization.

Discussion of Results

Employment options for students in this study seem to be sheltered employment
or unemployment. Only one student who graduated from a postsecondary vocaticmal
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program was working in a competitive em^doyment positicm making minimum wage and
receiving some benefits. The m^cxity were making below minimum wage or being paid
based on piece wort. The employment trend in this study was similar to the findings of
Wehman, Kregel, and Seyfardi (1985a) in which the unemployment rate was nearly 70%
when part-time and sheltered em;^oyment were defined as unem^oyed. In 1990, IDEA
mandated that transiticm planning be incorpcxated into the lEP to provide instruction that
would lead to improved postschool outcomes. Employment outcomes of students with
mental retardation do not appear to be improving.
This may be a result

parents' expectations. Parents expectations for students with

mental retardatirxi have been found to be placement into adult activity centers or
sheltered workshops (Hill, Seyfarth, Banks, Wehman, & Orelove, 1987). When asked
what the school could have done to help their child become employed, one parent
reported, “We have different goals for her.”
This may also be the result of a scarcity of supported competitive employment
opportunities. The mzyority of the parents interviewed stated that their children were too
high functicxiing for sheltered workshops but not able to work competitively without
suppcxt Parents did not know where to go to find this kind of assistance.
IM ng Arrangement;
All the students in this study continue to live at home or with relatives. For the
mzyority of students who were still attending postsecondary ^ g r a m s or who had only
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been out

school less than two years this was not surpising. Students without

disabilities typically are in some form of dependent living anangement during the first
year following exit from high schocd (Hasazi, Johnson, Hasazi, & Gordon, 1989).
However, three cf the students had been out of school for over two years and still were
living at home. This may be because parents want their children to remain living at home.
Only one parent reported that a group home was the goal for their son's future.

Most of the students in this study were accessing community facilities. The mqority
used indoor recreation facilities such as movies, video arcades, and outdoor facilities like
parks, arxl community swimming pools. Restaurants and stores were also community
facilities that some eryoyed. However, the m^ority reported spending most of their free
time with family and a few with friends. Realizing there is a difference between living in
the ccmununity and being socially integrated into the community (Kregel, Wehman,
Seyfarth, & Marshall, 1986), the research question may have been better stated as to
whether there were social interactions with friends or other community members besides
care givers while accessing community facilities.

VbcoffonoJ Zrofwng,

Zyaiwng, and Raid

Egxgnence

Of the students who were not employed, parents reported that the schocds should have
fxovided more vocational training. Vocahtxial training, however, appeared to be an
integral part cf the cuihctdum for stutknts with mental retardation. Vocational training
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was writkn as a goal or benchmark in all but one of the lEPs. Ncme

the students,

however, were enrolled in a paid weak expaience program. This is disturbing
considering studies have found that students who work in consistent paid employment
during schocd, continue to be employed after exiting school at a much higher rate (Benz,
Lindstrom & Yovanoff, 2000; Sample, 1998). This may indicate that parents are aware of
the importance

vocational training, but unaware that students could be getting high

school credit for paid work experience.
Furthermae, only half of the lEPs included social skills training even though social
skills have also been found to be significant factors in successful employment (Heal,
Gonzalez, Rusch, Gopher, & DeStefano, 1990). These findings may indicate there needs
to be a curriculum developed for students with mental retardation that includes best
fxactices in transitioiL

fersofw or Agenckf Awfed os Reapowfhk ybr De&vermg Ai^pport;
IDEA requires that transition programs contain a statement of interagency
responsibilities or needed linkages for successful transition. Results from this study
revealed that only four of the total (n = 16) lEP/transiticm meetings had agencies listed as
responsible parties, however, these agencies were not in attendance at the time of the
meeting. Fbrthermwe, the two meetings which had agencies in attendance did not list
these agencies as responsible for delivering supports. Of the lEPs that had agencies listed
but not in attendance, it is tmknown whether the team members had made linkages with
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these agencies p io r to the team identifying them as responsible parties. Four cf the lEPs
had no erne listed in these areas and eight lEPs had school or staff, student, and parents as
key persons fcx carrying out acticms specified on the transition plans.
The trend of school personnel, students, and parents being identified as responsible
for delivering supports in this study coincides with Sheaiin, Roessler, and Schriner
(1999) who found that students were listed as the key persons on the mzyority

the lEPs

and agendes were rarely identified. These findings may indicate that schools and
agencies are not collaborating and therefore agencies are not being invited to the
meetings. It may also be that schod personnel are not adequately trained on this section
cf the transition plan and do not know who the responsible parties should be for
delivering supports,

fredfctor Variahks
Statistical analyses on predictor variaWes could not be performed due to low response
rate. Sample (1998) found, however, that long term employment during high school was
a pedictor

high employment fcx students with emotional disturbance. The study also

found that parent involvement in educational programs was a predictor of successful
conununity at^ustmenL Further investigation with a larger pcq)ulati(m is recommended to
investigate whether the same trend is true fw students with mental retardation.
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One of the intents of the IDEA transition mandate was that students become actively
involved in their transition fdanning (Wehmeyer & Ward, 1995). In this study, howeva^,
student involvement was minimal. Although almost all of the students attended their
transition meeting, professionals made most of the decisions including who would be at
the meeting and classes they would take. One student reported, "The classes were all
figured ouL" These findings may indicate that professionals do not believe students with
mental retardation have the ability to make informed choices during the (xxnplex
transition process (Wehmeyer, 1998).
When triangulating interviews, surveys, and lEP/transition plans an imintentional
finding emerged. There was a discrepancy between the students’ vision for the future,
school work experiences, and acttial outcomes. Although students were asked their vision
for the future, goals were not written addressing the students' expressed desires for the
future. While most of the students expressed Aeir desire to work in jobs that were typical
of nondisaWed peers Aeir age (e.g., child care, veterinarian, telephcme operator), their
school weak e ^ rie n c e s more accurately mirrored stereotypic vocations such as
custodial wodc. Post school employment consisted of maintenance worker, shelf stocker,
and kitchen helper. These findings support the findings of Thoma, Rogan, and Baker
(2001) who found transition goals were not typically a reflection of studait References
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or interests. This may be a result of professionals and or parents presuming that students'
visions are idealistic and therefore more realistic goals are pursued.

jPwenf fnvofvgmenr
Although all parents in this study reported going to the lEP/transition meetings, three
were integral team members. These parents advocated for more integration, reviewed
community services, searched for better programs, and found employment for their
children. One parent voluntewed often with community based instruction activities and
other schocd activities. Otha^ parents attended the meetings with goals in mind but
basically gave those working with their child a free hand in transition plan developmenL
This may indicate that some parents were satisfied with program placements. But it may
also be that some felt a sense of hopelessness as expressed by one parent, “I didn’t
prepare for the meetings because they focused on bad things, Aey didn't tell what she
could do, always what she couldn't do."

A common theme was the lack of agency supporL Parents reported they didn't know
what agencies to contact after their children exited the school system. This trend was
consistent with Wehman, Kregel, and Seyfarth (1985a) who found that rehabilitation,
mental retardation, and state emfdoyment services were not being used by the students
when they left sclKX)l. This was disappointing considering the intent

IDEA (1997) was
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for agencies to assist in the transition from school to post-school activities. This may be a
direct result of the lack of agency involvement at the lEP/transition meetings while
Ae student was still in school.

One of the limitations of this study was the scarcity of district administrators
participating. Although twelve school districts in this southwestern state weie identified
as having students meeting the criteria, only five volunteered to participate.
The master list cf names of graduates from the large urban school district had some
discrepancies. Although the numbers coincided with what was reported to the state
during their IDEA monitoring repcxt, s(xne of the students on the list had not graduated
and at least one was not diagnosed as having mental retardation. Therefore, it is difficult
to determine the actual population of students meeting the criteria.
Finally, there was a low response rate, even though a thorough search was conducted
using the phone book and web sites to contact prospective participants whose surveys
were returned due to irrcorrect addresses. Refusal or irrability to contact respondents is a
problem with all types of survey research and may result in bias (Blackorby & Edgar,
1992). Dire to the transient nature of this school district, there was even more of a
Roblem with large numbers of the peculation moving in and out of the area. These small
mrmbers made it impossible to make definitive conclusiorrs about the influence of
trarrsition best practices on student outcomes.
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Cauücm should be exercised when interpreting the qualitative findings from the
family interview. Using qualitative methods, the researcher inductively derived an
understanding by attending to the participants' discussion rathar than by testing or
confirming hypothesis or theory (Krueger, 1988). The purpose of the family interview
was to ex^ore specific students' and parents' involvement in the transitirm planning
process. Generalization to all students with mental retardation should be avoided.

Conclusions
This study, despite the limitations, provides some important data that can be helpful
in transitioning students from school to adulthood.
1. AcWescentf s employment outcomes continue to be sheltered employment or
unempjoymenL
2. Although most of the students were accessing community facilities, most of the social
interaction was with family rather than with friends or other community members.
3. Vocational training was included in almost all of the lEPs.
4. Social skills training was included in some of the lEPs.
5. Raid work experience was not included in any of the lEPs.
6. Almost all of the transition plans were written without agencies in attendance.
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7. Student, parent, and school personnel were listed as the persons or agencies
respoosiWe for delivering suppcxts for coordinated activities in the majcxity of the
transition ^ans.
8. Although students were present at their transition planning meeting, they were not
actively involved in the decision making.
9. Students' visicms for the future were not incorporated into school work experiences
and were not fulfilled after they exited school.
10. Although parents were present at the lEP/tmnsition meetings, most left the decision
making to other team members.
11. After students exited school, parents had little agency support and did not know
where to go to find assistance.
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendments cf 1997 strengthened
academic expectaticms and accountability for children with disabilities and bridged the
g ^ betweoi what children with disabilities learn and what is required in regular
curriculum (U.S. Department of Educaticm, 2002). Goals for students with disabilities
must be consistent "to the maximum extent appropriate, to the standards for all students
established by the State" (34 CFR 300.137 (a) (2)). Therefore, teachers of students with
mild disabilities whose courses of study are college Reparatory or general education,
align their curriculum with the general education curriculum. However, teachers of
students with more severe disabilities whose course of study is functional, have little
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guidance (m what to teach. There zqrpears to be a need to develop a curriculum for
students with mental retardatian that includes best practice components of vocational
training, paid work expenence, social skills training, and activities that foster student,
parent, and agency involvement.

Recommendadcms for Further Study
1. Research is needed using a larger number

districts at the national level to increase

the number of respondents so that statistical analysis can be conducted to determine
the variables that are most important in predicting employment outcomes,
living arrangements, and community participation.
2. Many of the students were graduating with their peers and going into posteducational
programs until they age out at twenty-two. Further research is needed to determine if
outcomes of these students exiting the postsecondary programs were more fitting than
those staying at their high school.
3. Research is needed to determine if parent expectations are a variable that may be
limiting ccxnpetitive em^doyment fix students with mental retardation.
4. Research is needed to determine if prcfessional expectations are a variable that may
limiting competitive employment for students with mental retardatiorL
5. Research is needed to address more specifically how to facilitate parent involvement
in transition programs.
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6. This study did not take in to account level of mental retardation. Further research is
needed to determine what effect the level of retardahcm would have on findings.
7. Research is needed to determine why agency linkages are not bang made at the
lEP/transidon meetings.
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Fcknary27,2003
Dear District Administralor,
Your school district is invited to participate in a statewide research project that will
contribute to further understanding the relationship between what students with mental
retardation are doing after they exit special education and their transitional programs.
This research study is bang conducted as a part of the doctoral dissertation associated
with my doctoral Rogram.
Through the special educahcm monitoring report led by the Department of Education,
these past two years, 1 had the opportunity to review data as it pertains to students with
disabilities relative to a number of critical indicators. This project revealed that there
were limited data to understand what haRxns to students with mental retardation upon
exiting high schocd and there were little or no data available from students and families
regarding the effectiveness of transiticm plarming. This research project will Rovide an
opportunity to systematically study what students with mental retardation are doing after
they exit high school and to determine if there is a relationship between student outcomes
and transition plarming.
In order to facilitate the acquisiticm of necessary data to guide future decisionmaking, I would like to request approval to have access to the names, addresses, and lEPs
of fcxmer students in your district, ages 14 through 24, with an eligiWlity code of mental
retardatimi; who graduated, drcyrped out, or aged-out of high school in the 1999-2000 and
2000-2001 school years. In order to maintain ccmfrdentiality and anonymity, pseudonyms
will be used at all times. No names will appear on the surveys and codes will be used
only to contact and remind those that have not returned the questionnaires. The only
persons with access to the codes will be myself as the primary researcher and another
trained doctoral student All data sources related to this study will be kept in a locked file
cabinet in my home for the requisite three-year period and then destroyed. The
Department of Educaticm has apRoved this approach to collecting these data, and as you
will see in die attached letter, hqies that you will assist in this process.
This study will be conducted under the direction of an associate prcfessor in the
Department of Special Education. 1 have enclosed the zqiproval letters of The School
District Cooperative Research Ccxnmittee, the Center ficx Educational Research and
Planning Advisory Committee, and Office for the Protection cf Research Subjects. If you
are willing to have your district participate in this study, please sign on the line below and
return the form to Deborah Kennedy. If you have any questicms please call me at 702895-1075. If you so desire, I will be h ^ p y to provide you widi the results of this study.
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The results will also be shared with the Department cf Education and will help inform
decisi(m-making fcx future state improvement effcxts.

Sincerely,

Deborah Kennedy
Doctoral Candidate

I give my consent:
Signed.
D a te _
Check here if you would like a copy of the result of this study.
Address where results should be sent:

iVbk. This letter has been modified to ensure confidentiality.
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Department of Special Education
DfFORMED CONSENT
I am Deborah Kennedy, a doctoral student from the Departmmt of Special Education.
I am the researcher on this project You are invited to participate in a research study. The
study is called fm&ûig Zronsfüon Best Procfzces to SW ent Onfcome; ybr 5W gnt; with
Mgntof Befwdotion. This study has been approved by the Center for Educational
Research and Planning Advisory Ccxnmittee and the Office for the Protection of
Research Subjects.
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to do the following:
Fill out a survey about the classes your son/daughter took in schocd, where he or she
works (if employed), where he or she lives, and what kind of activities he or she
participates in regularly, as well as some background information. The survey takes about
five ndnutes to fill ouL The purpose this study is to find out what students with mental
retardaticm are doing after (hey leave high school. I am trying to find out if there is a
relatimiship between what students are doing after they leave high school and their
transition plans.
I am also looking fcx families willing to do a confidential follow-up interview. The
interview would take approximately 30 minutes and can be by phone or location of your
choice. Questicms pertain to you and your son/daughtef" s involvement in their transition
planning.
Your participation in this study will benefit students with mental retardation by
supplying information to educators that will help them develop effective transition
programs. You also may acquire an increased understanding of your son/daughtef" s goals
for the future.
You might be uncomfortable answering some of the questions asked. You are
encouraged to discuss this with me. I will explain the questions to you in more detail.
If you have any questions about the study or if you experience harmful effects as a
result participation in this study, you may contact me at (000) 000-0000. For questions
regarding the rights of research subjects, you may contact the Office for the Protection
of Research Subjects at (000) 000-0000.
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this
study (X in any part of this study. You may withdraw at any time without prejudice to
your relations with the university. You are encouraged to ask questions about this study
at the beginning or any time during the research study.
All infcxmatian gathered in this study will be kept completely confidential. No
reference will be made in written or oral materials that could link you to this study. All
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records will be skxed in a locked facility for at least 3 years after completion of the study
and then destroyed.

PARTICIPANT CONSENT:
I have read the above Information and agree to participate In this study. I am at
least 18 years of age. A copy of dds fbrm has been given to me.
Signature

Participant

Date

Participant Name (Please Print)
Would you be willing to participate In a fbUow-up Interview?
yes

_________________________________________

Signature of Participant
Phone number (_____)________________
Best day to call M T W Th F S S
Call between________________________
no
Signature

Nbk. This letter has been modified to ensure confidentiality.
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Department of Special Education

YOUTH ASSENT FORM
I am Deborah Kennedy, a student frcan the Department Special Education. I am
trying to find out what students are doing after they leave high schoc^. The study is called

ZJn&mg Trowifibn

Rrocücgf to Audenf Onfcome;)br Awdgnk wÜAAAnfol

RgfwdotwM.
If you volunteer to help me in this study, you will be asked to answer some questions
about schod. This will take about 30 minutes. I am asking you these questions because I
want to know if your transitian plan helped prepare you for getting a job, being able to
take care of yourself, and taking part in community recreatimial activities.
Your answers may help teachers to understand that it is important for students with
mental retardaticm to make choices and decisions about their future.
You might be embarrassed answering some cf the questicms. If you are embarrassed
or don't umlerstand the question, you can tell me. I can ask it a different way.
If you have any questicms about the study or if you are uidiappy because of answering
some dT the questions, you may contact me at (000) 895-000-0000. If you want to know
about your rights about being a part of this study you may contact the OfQce (or the
Protection of Research Subjects at (000) 000-0000.
You have the right not to talk to me. You may stop answering my questions at any
time. By saying no you will not make me or anyone at the university mad. You may ask
questions about this study at the beginning or any time during the study.
Anything you tell me will be kept private. Your name will not be on any of the papers.
All information will be kept in a locked file cabinet for at least 3 years after the study is
over and then destroyed.

Participant Consent:
I have read the above Infbnnatlon and agree to participate In this study. A copy of
this form has been given to me.

Signature of Participant

Date

Participant Name (Please Print)
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Would you be willing to participate In a fbllow-:q* Interview?
y es

--------------------------------------------------------------

Signature

no

Participant

Hione number (_____)________________
Best day to call M T W Th F S S
Call between________________________
___________________________________
Signature

Parent Consent
I have read the above Infbnnatlon and give permission fbr my son/ihm ^ter to
participate In this study. A copy of this fbrm has been given to me.

Signature of Parent

Dale

Parent Name (Please Print)

Nbk. This letter has been modified to ensure confidentiality.
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SECTION A: STUDENT DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

1. What was the name of the schoW and the county your chUdhKÉ attended?
Name of School ______________________________________________________
Name of County______________________________________________________

2. What was the last month and year your child attmxkd school?

MmXh

Year

3. WhatIsyourchEd'sdaterf birth?
/

month

/

day

year

4. What Is your child's gender?
1 = Male
2 = Female
5. What Is your child's race/ethnIc wlgln:
1 = American Indian
2 = Asian

3 = White

5 = African American

4 = Hispanic

6 = Other (please specify)

6. Does your chUd have any medical proMmns that would affect hIsAmr aWUty to obtain
«nRoymmd or live Independently (heart conditions, sdzures, etc.)?
(1) YES

_____(2) NO

If yes identify_________________________________________________________ __
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7. How many annual lEPmeetü^shaveym: attended, dther In p«son or by ph<me,û\Mn
the dme your child turned 14 until heAhe exited high school?
all
6 -7
4 -5
2 -3
0-1

SECTION B: EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES
1. What was the reason IR your child's exit frmn school?
1 = Graduated with Standard Diploma
2 = Graduated with Ac^usted Diplmna
3 = Graduated with Certificate of Attendance
4 = Reached maximum age
5 = Dropped om
6 = Other (please specify)______________________________________________

2. At the time your child exited school nhat was hlsAa^lnstrucdonal arrangement?
(Circle one)
1 = General Education
2 = Resource Room
3 = Self Contained on Regular Campus
4 = Special School
5 = Other (please specify)________________________________________

3. At the time your chUd exited school what type of secondary program did your chUd
parddpateln?
1 = Ccdlege Preparatxxy
2 = General/Basic Education
3 = Functional Curriculum (e.g.. Community Based Instrucdon, Vocational,
Independent Living Skills)
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4L If yo*nr*dNUki iMnaslnafunmedKNMd (Bdh#ca#*onpwnogF*uii(3K3X the maj(MdW]rcftkmwBT*ae
sgwantlki (clwackmqpIboliuree):

^(1) Competitive enqdoyment - paid wo* with minimum support in
inte^psdexicxxainiunity enviiomiwBnts
fZllSufqporkxieaiqpkyvnment - pNuxivvoitvKÜhcBtgoingstqqport in integrated
communi^ environments
(3)Shekaedempkqmm%A
____j[4)LaannngjdbaM&iqg, work-related, pre-vocatimial skills in the
classrcxan environment
(Inrgfxuqg ibmükiK3icMiinccHrurHioiqr(aivinonrDK%iüioclu(hi%g]]onhp*u(I
vocatKmal training
(6) Learning non-empk)yment related skills in the classroom (e.g. self-care)

5. f^k*uaBtellimwgivlBatj<db(s)]M)u feeItlhat]potnr(ita(livsetraiiMNitk)«lo vdbenlMerxrslbe
leAsdKxW.
@ianonMreÜmmthM^L

SiacmKlNtC: lEldOPlJCHnwnONTT
1. TVasynur«idhlenqdqyedvddh!h8dKxW?
1 = Employed full-time while in school
2 = Employed part-time while in school
3 = hk%€nqdbyedvdWleui»dKxd

2. TRhms ^owarrjiUkl«Nmqplqy«xI(luriiqgtjhei9umuine:3Vvhilclk::Mdbo(d?

1 = Employed full-time during the summer
iZzzIsnqphayedpnitjiineidurhigthesuinroer
3 = Not employed during the summer
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3L

cblkl^iCMnnaot
enqdpymemtskuaHon?
1 - R/crkingfor:ui<Koq)k)yer
!2:=)Rfofkiry;inab«dteredeinplcqfnient
3 = PuD-dme student (em^oyment training or participant in vocational
rehabilitation)
4i=:]](Nrtg lyolinrkxsrwcat
5 = Unemployed

4L I lo * lawmyrjolxBlmajpour ciUUdhwdklslnNX: leaving; swdboof?
.0

.1
.2

.3
More than three
IF Tf()URClBOEU) IS (ZIlRHimniLTf iEIWCPILtDTflSIIiPI I&AjgE INSVMEII QITESnnClNS #5 *11 ICFTTQOETf IBLAfVTEhrErVIS:l]aa&IWNI:&|]PlJCrKlEI),]PIJELtSOE S«]U* lO (fIfiaSTnC»N*12.
5. What Is your child’s job title?

6. Did your child find his/her current Job with the help of:
1 = Rehabilitation counselor
2 = /VjRdemd
3 = A parent/relative
<4:=lSclK]ol iperscamel

5 = An employment agency
6 = I%}urKitlK:jol)irKkqpemKlently
7 = Other (please specify)
_____________________

7. How many hours k =n avtyage work week does yrmr child qiend workh%for g^gy?
__________(Enter number of hours)
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8. Hourly salary:
1 = Below fedeml minimum wage ($ .01 - $5.15)
2 = Minimum wage ($ 5.15)
3 = Above minimum ($5.15 +)
4 = "By the job," "Whatever they'll pay me" etc.
5 = "Piece wo*"
6 = "I dcm't know"

9. IMnbjclicdTthwsfdllovvlnggfkingge benefits does your chUd receive In blsdxa^ present job?
(1)]Paid 'ViMadiorB

(2) Paid Sick Leave
(3) Health Insurance
(4) Dental Insurance
(5) Retirement

_YES
_YES
_YES
_YES
YES

_NO
jsro
_N0
J40
NO

_Don'tKnow
_D(m'tKnow
JDon'tKiKrw
JDcm'tKnow
Don’t Know

10. How long has your child been emgWoyed In hIsAcr gn^sent job?
1 = 0-6 months
2 = 7 months to 1 year
3=:]y|ore lÜbano*N:;year, I)utle8sthaii2t)%sar8
4 = More than two years

11. IScIect the reeqpomee miilcb IwBStrlBBcrlbNaBjnouu cliDkl^sleiMdodrsatlslbctloii vdth the type
of work he/she performs in their job.

1 :=]Sk)tswdisfM*i:atall
2 = Somewhat satisfied
3 = Satisfied
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12. H your child b currwidy NOT EMPLOYED, what do yw: think makes It hardest A*
himdwT to get a job? Please dmckaH that apply.
(l)]Sk)tniospc«tmücHiaHNHlahie

f21 Lack of iobs in the area
(3) No one to help him/ber find a job
(41 Lack of job training programs
(51Don't want to give up Social Security benefits
(61 Not aWe to weak because of health
(71Not aWe to work because of young children who need supervision
(81 Other (please specify)___________________________________
13. What, If anything could the school have done to help your child become employed?
Please check all A at apgdy.

(1) Provided more vocational training while in school
_(2) Hdped him/her find a job
_(3) Told where he/she could find help after leaving school
_(4) The school did evmything it could to help
_(5) No opinion, don’t know

_(6) Other (please specify)_______________________

SECnO N D : Dm EPENDENTLnW G/COM M UNnTPARTKgATION
1. Which of the following best describes your ddld’s current living arrangement?

1 = At hmne with parent
2 = Independent (alone)
3 = With io(nnmate(s) or spouse
4 = Oroip Home
5 = Srgiervised Apartment
6 = Foster Home
7 = Licensed Adult Boarding Home
8 = Residential School
9 = Institution
10 = Other (please specify)______________________________________
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2. At whidi of Aese facilities does your child spend *me or m<ye hrmrs each week?
Please Aeck all that
a) Shcqiping facilities
b) Homes of fnends
c) Outdoor recreation
facilities (swimming
gxxil, gxuks, etc.)
4 Restaurants

e) Indoor recreation
facilities (movies,
video arcades, etc.)
f)
Other (grease sgKdfy)
_______________
^ Doesnotuseany
communi^ facilities

3. In vdddi of these activities does your child giartlclgiate regularly? Please check all that
apply.
a) Jogging
b) Swimming
c) Bicycling
. d) Bowling

e)Other_____________
______________
__________
f) Does not giarticigate in any
regular recreation activities

4. To whldi of the fdlowlog groups or dubs does your chUd bdong? Chedr d l that
apply.
a) Church club
b) YMCA or YWCA
c) Scouts

d) Exercise class
e) Adult education class
f) Other____________
g) None

5. Who does your child sgrend most of hh^her hree time with:
1 = Family
2 = Friends
3 = With genial grublic (ex. In a sbogrgring mall w movie theatre)
4 = Co-workers
5 = Him/herself
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ë. With which groups of per^ik does your child spMid the largest amount
thne outside of hlsdma^ home?

hls/ha^ Aee

1 = Pkogde with disabilities
2 = Peogde witho* disabilities
3 = Pc(^e with and without disabilities
4 = Only spmids time with family members
7. All thlngp considered, how satisfied are you (parait/guardlan) with yrmr child's Me In
general?
1 = Very satisfied
2 = Somewhat satisfied
3 = Neithm satisfied nor dissatisfied
4 = Somewhat dissatisfied
5 = Very dissatisfied
6 = No opinion
7 = Unable to assess satisfaction
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Code
Student
1. Did you go to your lEP/transition meetings when you were in high schoc^?
2. Did someone explain to you what the meeting was about or what transition means? (jy
ygf) Who?
3. Did someone talk to you about where you want to wcark and live before the transiticm
meeting to help you get ready?

Who?

4. Were you asked who you would like to have at your meeting?

Who did you ask

to come?
5. At your transiticm meeting did you tell about where you wanted to work and live? (jy
ygf) Where?
6. Were you asked what you would need to learn to be able to work and live where you
want? (Tj^ygf) Were these goals included in your transition plan?
7. Did you choose the classes you took in school? (TjTyef) What were they?
8. Did you have the chance to learn about jobs you were interested in while in high
school?
9. Were you in any after school activities while in high school? (fj^y&r) What were they?
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10. Whidi agencies gxovided the most sugqxa^ after leaving high school?
AgfWgf yow pwenb/gMwdmn

yo«

kavmg MgA s c A o o f a yoA?

f/re pwAüc frowporAüioM/dWvgrr Zzcewe?
f W a pface fa Ave?
Accgff commaaùy ^hcAAks?
11. Tell me about what you wanted to do after you graduated? Are you doing it?
12. Did you have more friends when you were in school or do you have more friends
now?
13. Are you hag^y with your life now?
Parent
14. Tell me about your involvement in your son/daughter’s school program.
15. How did you prepare for the lEP/transition meetings?
16. Did you and your son/daughter agree about his/her transition goals?
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Code
lËP ParticÿatioB: Check in the appreciate box lEP team members who attended the ŒP meeting. If
Developmental DisaMMes
Vocational RehabiUtatian Personnel
Adult Services Case Manager
Student
LEA Representative
Independent Living Center
Social Services
Special Education Teacher
Job Coach
Regular Bdncatkm Teacher
Community College Personnd
Schodi Psychologist
Speech/Language Therapist/Pathologist
4 year College Persrmnel
Vocational/Tedmical School
School Nome
Technical Assistance Agem y
Interpreter
Vocatioaal EducatmOther (specify)
School Counselor
Other (specify)
Transition Specialist .
Other (specify)
Principal
Other (specify)
Assistant Prinmpai
"
Other (spedfy)
Statement of Needed Transition Sendees: Coordinated Activities: List persons/agencies
Farent/Guardian/Smogate

Attended
Phone Conference

Instmcticn
Related Services
Ccnununity Experiences
Engioyment and Other FPst-School Adult Living
Objectives
Acquisition erf’Daily living Skills and Functienial
Vocational Evaluatitm
Other
lE P Goals and Benchmarks: Vocattonal Training
Goal was written under die specific heading of Vocaticmal Training/Education
Goal was written under another heading
No goal was written
lEP Goals and Benchmarks: Paid Weak Experience
Goal was written tinder the specific heading of Paid Weak Experience/Employment
Goal was written under another heading
No goal was written
lEP' Goals and Benchmarks: Social Skills Training
Goal was written under the specific heading of Social Skills
Goal was written under another heading
No goal was written

Goal Stated
Goal Implied
None
Goal Stated
Goailmplled
N«me

Goal Stated
Goal Implfed
None
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